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ABSTRACT

This report formulates an error model for analyzing a cooperative engagement cruise
missile defense scenario in which a surveillance platform transmits the location of a target
to an air int(e-ceptor missile only once, just prior to launch. Included in this model is
a description of the three relevant inertial navigation systems (aboard the surveillance
platform, the launch platform, and the missile), the guidance system of the missile, the
surveillance platform radar, and the motion of the target. Detailed equations for each
of these components are provided along with numerical values for the error parameters
assumed for the various instruments.

This report is the second volume of the final report of an analysis of the effectiveness
of a U.S. interceptor long-range defense force to defend against the cruise missile threat in
the 2005 time frame, conducted by S KVETICS Corporation, and its subcontractors, Vitro
Corporation and Veda Inc., under Contract Number DCA100-90-C-0031 with the Defense
Communications Agency. Contract effort focused on two related issues: formulation of the
problem to permit examination of advanced surveillance and communication technology
potentially defining a "cooperative engagement" concept, and a bottoms-up approach to
detailed modeling of the current and emerging generation of air-to-air missiles.

The other volumes of this report include:

Volume I: Problem Definition, Solution Formulation, Illustrative Results and Recom-
mendations

Volume II: Error Models and Simulation Formulation for Case I: Pre-Launch Coordi-
nation without Post-Launch Updates

Volume III: Simulation Tools: Current Status and Recommendations for Future Devel-
opment.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

This memo contains a description of the error models developed for Case I of ap engage-
ment involving four entities:

" A Target, abbreviated by "T"

" A Missile. abbreviated by "M"

" A Surveillance Platform, abbreviated by "SP"

* A Launch Platform, abbreviated by "LP".

Case I. illustrated in Figure 1.1, represents the simplest cooperative engagement scenario
under consideration: the SP transmits the location of T to M only once, just prior to
launch. This scenario is advantageous because after launch the SP can devote its re-

urces t- tracking other targets and also because communications equipment aboard M
is unnecessary resulting in a lighter and less expensive M.

Other scenarios under consideration are:

" Case II: During flyout the SP tracks T and transmits the location estimates to M
(possibly through the LP). This case requires M to have a receiver and additional
data processing equipment.

" Case III: Same as Case II but in addition the SP tracks M. This case requires M to
have a transponder.

* Case IV: Tracking with more thaii one SP operating in a multistatic mode. This con-
figuration is particularly effective for detecting and tracking low-observable targets
([Foster. 19871).
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sP

*o'LP

Figure 1.1: Case I Scenario

1.2 Organization

This memo is organized into three parts:

* The first part is a description of the top-level of a simulation that implements the
pre-launch to handover error model. This part is contained in Section 2.

" The second part describes each of the components of the top-level model at a qual-
itative (without equations) level. This part is contained in Section 3.

" The third part provides detailed equations for each of the components described in
.ection :3 including numerical values for the errors of the assumed instruments. This
part is contained ;- Appendix A (which makes reference to deri.,ations contained in
Appendix B).

2
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Chapter 2

TOP-LEVEL MODEL

2.1 Model Objective

The objective of the model developed herein is to compute four quantities:

" NI mean position and velocity at handover

* T mean position and velocity at handover

" NI position and velocity covariance at handover

" T position and velocity covariance at handover

The model is a lincarizcd model suitable for analysis with a covariance simulation ([Gelb,
1974]).

The procedure followed by the model is as summarized in Figure 2.1:

1. The mean and covariance of the estimated T location (position and velocity) at
launch is computed based on the measurements provided by the radar and INS of
the SP

2. The mean and covariance of the predicted T location at handover is computed. A
sample of this prediction is illustrated by the straight-line in the figure

:3. The mean and covariance of the estimated M location at launch is computed

4. From items 2 and 3 an acceleration command for the M is computed so that an
intercept would result in the absence of errors. In the figure, an (erroneous) predicted
M trajectory is illustrated by a solid curve, whereas the resulting M trajectory is
illustrated by a dashed curve

5. From item 4, the mean and covariance of the TM location at handover is computed

6. Finally, the mean and covariance of the T location at handover is computed.

This sequence of steps can be divided into three top-level steps: the first two steps
are pre-launch initializations while the third step simulates the launch to handover flight.
These three steps are described in the subsections that follow.

3
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PREDICTED T LOCATION
AT HANDOVER COVARIANCE
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COVARIANCE T LOATO

AT HANDOVER
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PREDICTED
TRAJECTORY

ESTIMATED T LOCATION
AT LAUNCH COVARIANCE

ESTIMATED M LOCATION
AT LAUNCH COVARIANCE

Figure 2.1: Procedure Overview
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2.2 Step 1: Compute T Location Covariance

Assumptions:

* The SP has a "better quality" platform INS ("better" meaning better than 1 nm/hr)
which undergoes a ground align procedure prior to takeoff

e The SP has a radar that measures range, azimuth, elevation, and range-rate

* The SP is travelling in a constant velocity trajectory

* The T is also travelling in a constant velocity trajectory just prior to launch.

Inputs:

" SP nominal (deterministic) position and velocity at launch

* T nominal position and velocity at launch

* RCS of T

* Error model for the INS of the SP

" Error model for the radar of the SP.

Outputs: The output of Step I is the error covariance matrix of the target's position
and velocity at the moment of launch. This covariance matrix is computed based on the
geometry of the engagement and the error models for the INS and the radar of the SP.

Sequence of events within Step 1: Figure 2.2 summarizes the following sequence of
events:

~i - 2 or 3 Hrs -1

INITIAUZATION SP INS tRAD" MEU t.AUNH
OF Psp M SETTLED

Figure 2.2: Step I Timeline

• m m m5
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1. Set Pp INS to a diagonal matrix. Pp INS is the covariance matrix of a local-level
INS (9 states plus error sources).

2. Simulate a ground-align procedure by solving the Riccatti equation for Psp LNS with
measurements of position, velocity, and heading as specified in the ground-align
model. Ground align lasts for 10 min.

3. Propagate Psp 1'4s for 2 or 3 hours by solving the Riccatti equation assuming GPS

fixes every 10 scc until time tLAUNCH - TNO GPS, where TNO GPS is the interval of time
prior to launch during which GPS is assumed to be unavailable (possibly TNO GPS

0).

4. If TNO GPS $/ 0, propagate Psp INS to tLAUNCH without GPS fixes.

5. Set the tracking filter covariance matrix, PS TRACK(tRADAR MEAS) equal to a block-
diagonal matrix with two blocks: PSp INS(tRADAR MEAS) and PTARGET(tRADAR MEAS)

ZA
where tRADAR MEAS tLAUNCH - , with 3 a small number, is the time at which the
radar measurement is taken just prior to launch. PTARGET(tRADAR\MEAS) is set to a
large diagonal matrix.

6. Perform one optimal update on PsP TRACK modeling one radar measurement (which
may represent several measurements). Alternatively, tracking over a period of time
may be modeled by performing a number of optimal propagates and updates.

7. Do a CPC' transformation on Pp TRACK to obtain the covariance matrix of the
target position and velocity at launch, PTARGET(tLAUNCH).

Model Components: Step 1 requires three component error models:

" SP INS1 model (described in Subsection 3.8)

" Ground align model (described in Subsection 3.5)

" T motion model (described in Subsection 3.1)

• SP radar measurement model (described in Subsection 3.9).

2.3 Step 2: Initialization of the M INS

Assumptions: The LP is assumed to have a 1 nm/hr strapdown INS and the M is assumed
to have also a strapdown INS of somewhat worse quality.

Inputs:

" LP nominal (deterministic) trajectory prior to launch

" Error models for the INS of the LP

'A full-order model is used for the INS in this step because (1) the covariance is propagated for many
Schuler periods and (2) the step is run by itself so that plenty of RAM is available.

6
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" Error models for the INS of the M

" Separation (lever arm) between the LP and NI INS.

Outputs: The output of Step 2 is the error covariance matrix of the M INS model at
the time of launch. This covariance matrix is computed based on the error models 'or (1)
the INS of the LP and (2) the INS of the M.

Sequence of Steps within Step 2: The objective of Step 2 is to simulate a transfer
alignment of the M INS. This simulation requires the simultaneous propagation prior to
launch of (1) the INS aboard the LP and (2) the INS aboard the I.

TIe propagation of the INS aboard the LP proceeds as summarized by the timeline
shown in Figure 2.3:

0I IME

2 or 3 Hrs -a

INITIALIZATiON LP INS tBEGIN TA tEND TA tLAUNCH
OF Pp M9 SETTLED

Figure 2.3: Step 2 Timeline

1. Set PLP INS to a diagonal matrix. PLP INS is the covariance matrix of a strapdown
INS (9 states plus error sources).

2. Simulate a ground-align procedure by solving the Riccatti equation for PLP INS with
measurements of position, velocity, and heading as specified in the ground-align
model. Ground align lasts for 10 min.

:3. Propagate PLp INs for 2 or 3 hours by solving the Riccatti equation assuming GPS
fixes every 10 sec up until time tLAUNCH - TNoGPS. This propagation depends on
the trajectory assumed for the LP as discussed below.

. If TNo GPS 0. propagate PLP INS to tLAUNCH without GPS fixes.

The timeline for the propagation of the INS aboard the M. also summarized in Fig-
tre 2.3, proceeds as follows:

7
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1. Set PM INS to a diagonal matrix and simulate a ground-align analogous to that of
the SP and LP. PM INS is the covariance matrix of a strapdown INS (9 states plus
error sources).

2. Propagate PkI INS open-loop for 2 or 3 hours until the INS settles

3. Perform the transfer alignment during the interval tBEGIN TA t < tEND TA. During
this interval:

* The LP performs an S-maneuver

* The Riccatti equation for the covariance of the concatenated M INS state and
LP INS state is propagated with measurement of the difference in the output
of the measurements provided by both INSs (taking into account the lever arm
effect).

4. Set PM INS(tEND TA) to the final covariance matrix computed from the Riccatti equa-
tion.

5. Propagate PMI INS open-loop to tLAUNCH. Note that the beneficial effect of the trans-
fer alignment is diminished if the M in question is launched a leng ime after the
transfer alignment (i.e., the length of the time interval tLAUNCH - tEND TA is a pa-

rameter of the engagement).

6. Initialize the covariance matrix for the M INS.2

Model Components: Step 2 requires three component error models:

" LP INS, model (described in Subsection 3.11)

" M INS, model (described in Subsection 3.4)

" LP deterministic trajectory model (described in Subsection 3.3).

2.4 Step 3: Launch to Handover Simulation

Assumptions:

* The transfer function of the M autopilot has no lags

Inputs:

" Acquisition range of M seeker (determines when the flyout ends)

" Parameters for the random T motion Singer model

* Parameters for the random M motion Singer model
2 1nstead of a full-order covariance, a reduced-order covariance can be used if necessary to accommodate

the DOS 640K RAM limit. The reduced-order covariance can be then propagated during flyout using a
reduced-order model for the M INS.

8
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* Error models for the XI INS

" T and M nominal (deterministic) position and velocity at launch

* Covariance of T location at launch (from Step 1)

* Covariance of NI INS model at launch (from Step 2)

Outputs: The output of Step 3 is the mean and covariance of the NI and T position
and velocity at the end of flyout.

Sequence of Steps within Step 3: The following two steps are executed:

1. Compute mean and covariance of NI-acceleration command. The acceleration com-
mand is computed from the (erroneous) position and velocity estimates of M and
T so that an intercept is produced if (1) NI and T do not maneuver during the
endgame and (2) all estimates are error-free.

2. Propagate:

* T position and velocity (from the Singer model and the nominal trajectory)

N N INS (from the INS model and the mean acceleration command)

M N position and velocity (from the Singer model and the commanded accelera-
tion vector pointed in the erroneous direction indicated by the M INS).

This procedure is summarized in Figure 2..
Model Components: Step 3 requires four component error models:

" T random motion (Singer) model (described in Subsection 3.1)

* M random motion (Singer) model (described in Subsection 3.2)

* NI INS model (described in Subsection 3.4)

" M mid-course guidance model (described in Subsection 3.7).

9
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Chapter 3

COMPONENT MODELS

This section provides an overview of the thirteen component models required in the sim-
ulation of Case I:

- T motion model (Subsection 3.1)

* M:

- M random motion model (Subsection 3.2)

- M INS model (Subsection 3.4l)

- M ground align (Subsection 3.5)

- M transfer align (Subsection 3.6)

- %I mid-course guidance model (Subsection 3.7)

0 SP:

- SP INS model (Subsection 3.8)

- SP ground align (Subsection 3.5)

- SP radar model (Subsection 3.9)

- SP tracking fiter model (Subsection 3.10)

* LP:

- IT deterministic trajectory model (Subsection 3.3)

- LP INS model (Subsection 3.11)

- LP ground align (Subsection 3.5)

11
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3.1 T Motion Model

ihe motion model is composed of two componerts: a nominal (deterministic) traec-
tory which is an input to the simulation: and a random component which models small
deviations from the nominal trajectory. The deviations of fhe random component are a
result of wind, turbulence. and random motion introduced by the guidance mechanism

of the T. These random deviations are Iinpredictable and consequently contribute to the
miss distance.

The random component is modeled by a Singer model ([Singer, 1969]). The Singer
equations characterize acceleration as a band-limited random process with the bandwidth
and power ,ased on the anticipated motion of the target. The state variableb of the Singer
model are listed in Table 3.1 (position, velocity, and acceleration along the x-, y-, and
z-axes). Sblsection A.I of Appendix A gives the detailed equations for the Singer model
as well as the equations used in computing the power of the accoleration process.

Table 3.1: STATE VARIABLES OF TARGET MOTION MODEL

SYMBOL DEFINITION

PT.r f -position
"Tr. i-velocity
aT -acceleration
PrY y-position
ITY y-velocity
aTy y-acceleration

PT2 z-posit ion
I'r, Z-% ,OCity
aTz z-acceleration

3.2 M Random Motion Model

M motion is the sum of two components: motion resulting fror.- the guidance . nmand
(considered in Subsection 3.7); and an uncontrollable perturbation resulting *tom random
effects analogous to those ii the T Motion Model. Both of these components affect miss
dista n c e.

The uncontrollable perturbations are modeled by a Singer models with state variables
as listed in Table 3.2. The equations describing this model are addressed in Subsection A.z
of Appendix A.

3.3 LP Deterministic Trajectory Model

The lP is assumed to follow a deterministic trajectory which affects the geometry o. the
,rngagemnent The detailed shape j this trajectory is also important because b',e error
statistics of the LP) INS and the .V NS prior to launch are a function of the acceleration
and angular rates (produced by roll, pitch. and yaw motions) experienced by the LP.

12
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Table 3 2: STATE VARIABLES OF MISSILE MOTION MODEL

FSYN11,0l ' D LFIN1 TI ON

U~1 WX -veiocttu .7-O i t O

a'.%~ I r '-accelerat ion

ttj[ -velocity
cz~, y-acceleration
P.%: jPosition

Afz --velocity
(I. z-acceleration

Thit ot ion of the LP is assumedI to be it sequence of events chosen from the following

" Level flight at constant velocity

* Hight- urn / Left-t urn to a given llea(Iing

" Climb to a gix en altitude

" Descent to a given altitude

" Speed-uip along a c:onstant altitude

* Azimuth change while on the ground.

For eF.- of these events, the variab~les listed in Table 3.3 are computed. These variables
specify; the relevanit aspects of the mnotiont of the LP (and the INI) from the time of grourd

align, prior to tk-fto thle time of MI launch
A detailed dlescription of the LP~ inot ion tverits and the algorithms required for the

C0o1ptitat on of the inotion variables is l)ro\ided ]in Section A.3 of Appendix A.

3.4 M INS Model

The MI is assume,] to have a strapdowri INS. The INS errors are characterized by a state
vector having six groups of entries as shown in Table 3.A:

* Errors in at tituide (body to local-Ievel anigles)

" [Errors ]i Ia tiide. longitude, aii aIdt itutde rates

* 1ror lin latiturde, longi tutde, a rid aIdtit ride

" (;\r() drift. ralec errors

" A( -eierorneter errors

13
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Table 3.3: 1.P lI)ETER"lINISTI(' TRAJECTORY MOTION VARIABLES

MOTION \'AHIABLE I RELATIVE TO REQUIRED FOR:

Positio 0 Rotating Earth e Trajectory specification
\elocitv it e Guidance computations
Acceleration II

Acceleration Inertial space e INS error dynamics
* Accelerometer scale factor errors

Latitude The Equator * INS error dynamics
Longit utde Vernal Equinox
Longitude Greenwich
Altitude j Reference Ellipsoid
Lat., Lon., Alt. rates -

Lat.. Lon. accelerations -

Bank angle - a INS error dynamics
Elevation angle
Azimuth
Poll rate l'iertial space e Gyro scale factor errors
Pitch rate * Transfer alignment model
Yaw rate 1/

* Altimeter errors.

Tie state equations for these errors are provided in Subsection A.4 of Appendix A.
I !NS Reduced-Order Model Because flyout lasts for only a few minutes, the error

equations given in the previous subsection can be approximated by a reduced-order model.
This model approximates the error by polynomials in time with coefficients determined
by error source models valid over short time intervals. Different polynomials are used for
different trajectory segments.

Currently a reduced-order model appears to be unnecessary because a suitable soft-
ware development environment which bypasses the DOS 640K RAM limit is available.
('onsequently a more detailed description of this model is not provided.

3.5 M, LP, and SP Ground Align Model

The ground align procedure has three objectives: to level, align, and calibrate the INS. The
first two objectives determine the relationship between the platform frame and the frame
where navigation computations (double integration of acceleration) are performed. For
an INS with a local-level platform (such as that of the SP), leveling involves orienting the
platform so that it is perpendicular to the gravity vector (North and East accelerometers
read zero) and rotating the platform until it points North (gyrocompassing, [Farrell,
1976]). For a strapdown INS (such as those of the M and LP), leveling and alignment is
implemented within the computer by initializing estimates of the INS state and associated
transformations ([Farrell, 1976]).

The third objective of the ground align procedure is to calibratt 'stimate) the gyro
and accelerometer bias. This bias is often called the "repeatability" or "turn-on" bias

14
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Table 3.4: STATE VARIABLES OF NI INS MODEL

SYMBOL DEFINITION
OMN Attitude Error About N Axis

60ME Attitude Error About E Axis
6 0MD Attitude Error About D Axis
6 L? Latitude Rate Error
bigM Longitude Rate Error
bhM Altitude Rate Error
6LNI Latitude Error
6fM Longitude Error
6hM Altitude Error

M  Gyro Error Source Vector

M Accelerometer Error Source Vector

6hMA Altimeter Error

because a different value is obtained every time the INS is activated.
The ground align procedure is modeled here by assuming an initial covariance matrix

for the INS state and simulating Kalman filter updates derived from position, velocity,
and magnetic heading measurements on a stationary aircraft. Details of the ground align
model are provided in Subsection A.7 of Appendix A.

3.6 I Transfer Align Model

The objective of the transfer-align procedure is to calibrate (i.e., estimate and correct)
errors in the M INS by comparing its read-out with that of the more accurate LP INS.
The errors that are calibrated fall into two categories: (1) instrument errors (specifically
gyro and accelerometer errors); and (2) system errors (specifically errors in the M INS
estimates of where the North and Down directions are). This procedure is performed
in-flight and as near to the time of launch as possible because the beneficial effect of the
transfer-aignment (the reduction of the error covariance of the state of the M INS) decays
with time. Details of the transfer-align model are provided in Subsection A.8

3.7 M Mid-Course Guidance Model

The guidance model describes the propagation of errors through three cascaded "maps"
(indicated by "--*"):

I. Current estimated position and velocity of NI and T -C Commanded (computed)
acceleration. This map is the "guidance law."

15
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2. Commanded acceleration -- Resulting M acceleration. This map, which models
the autopilot, includes the effect of the misalignment of the M INS.

3. Resulting NI acceleration - Resulting M velocity - Resulting M position. This
map is modeled by two integrations which represent Newton's second law.

The state variables of the M Mid-Course Guidance Model are listed in Table 3.5. The
table shows five groups of variables:

* The state error vector of the M INS, X-_

• Errors in the position and velocity read-out of the M INS (computed from x,)

* Errors in the position and velocity estimates of the T position (computed from the
tracking filter model discussed in Section 3.10)

* Errors in the computed guidance quantities (accelerations and duration of applied
accelerations) due to the preceding two groups (i.e., due to bpt 1, 6 v 1, TSp, and T4)

* Errors in the resulting M acceleration arising from the misorientation of the M INS
(computed from xM).

State equations for these errors a:e provided in Subsection A.9 of Appendix A.

Table 3.5: STATE VARIABLES OF MISSILE MID-COURSE GUIDANCE MODEL.

SYNIBOL3 DEFINITION

2EM  M INS state error vector (Table 3.4)

bpl~ Error in. NI INS position read-out
bv' Error in M INS velocity read-out

6 p, Error in T position estimate from the SP tracking filter
by4. Error in T velocity estimate from the SP tracking filter

6T," Error in the computed duration of applied acceleration
balt Error in the computed level (North/East) acceleration
ha,, Error in the computed vertical (down) acceleration

!Ed Error produced by the drift of the M INS during flyout

'The subscript t in'icates that the vector is expressed in the tangential frame define on page 24.

16
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3.8 SP INS Model

The SP INS model differs in two respects from the M INS model described in Snbse,-
tion 3.A:

" A local-level platform INS is modeled instead of a strapdown INS

" The quality of the instruments is superior to those of the M INS.

Both of these factor affect only the forcing function (right-hand side) of the differential
error equations ([Britting, 1971]). Consequently the state variables f-r the SP INS model,
listed in Table 3.6, are analogous to those of the NI INS (listed in Table 3.4).

Table 3.6: STATE VARIABLES OF SP INS MODEL

SYMBOL DEFINITION
6 0 SN Attitide Error About N Axis
60SE Attitude Error About E Axis
6 0

SD Attitude Error About D Axis
6Ls Latitude Rate Error
bes Longitude Rate Error
6hs Altitude Rate Error
6Ls Latitude Error
,AeS Longitude Error
6hs Altitude Error

f Gyro Error Source Vector

-2-s Accelerometer Error Source Vector

6 hsA A ;ineter Error

The state equations for the SP INS errors are included in Subsection A.6 of Appendix
A.

3.9 SP Radar Model

Radar measurement errors are assumed to be modeled by an uncorrelated sequence with
covariance computed from the radar equation. Consequently, state variables are unnec-
essary for modeling the radar errors.

The equations for computing the measurement error covariance (R-matrix) are pro-
vided in Subsection A.10 of Appendix A.
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3.10 SP Tracking Filter Model

The SP tracking filter is a nominal-trajectory linearized Kalman filter. The R-inatrix for
this filter is specified by thc SP Radar Model discussed in the previous section. The state
equations are divided into three groups as indicated in Table 3.7:

* Thc Lr~ods in the estimates or" the position, velocity, and azimuth of the SP , s

indicated by the SP INS

* The states of the random component of target motion.

9 A group of position and velocity biases modeling the a priori uncertainty. The
covariance of these states is large before the radar measurement is processed.

Table 3.7: STATE VARIABLES OF SP TRACKING FILTER

SYMBOL I DEFINITION

6 psp Position Error from SP INS Model (Table 3.6)
6vsp Velocity Error from SP INS Model

6 0 SP,az Azimuth Error from SP INS Model

XrT  T Motion Model in Table 3.1

6 PTx BIAS Bias Error in T x-Position
6 VTx BIAS Bias Error in T x-Velocity
6

PTy BIAS Bias Error in T y-Position
6

VTy BIAS Bias Error in T y-Velocity
6 PTz BIAS Bias Error in T z-Position
6 VT2 BIAS Bias Error in T z-Velocity

The state equation for the tracking filter are provided in Subsection A.11 of Appendix
A.

3.11 LP INS Model

The state variable and equations of the LP INS error model are identical to those of
the T INS (Subsection 3.4) except for the instrument error models which correspond to
better-quality instruments. The state variables are listed in Table 3.8 and the equations
are provided in Subsection A.5 of Appendix A.
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Table :3.8: STATE VARIABLES OF LP INS MODEL

SYMBOL DEFINITION

b0LN Attitude Error About N Axis

60LE Attitude Error About E Axis
6 LD Attitude Error About D Axis
6LL Latitude Rate Error
6L Longitude Rate Error
6hL Altitude Rate Error

6LL Latitude Error
6L Longitude Error
WhL Altitude Error

=L Gyro Error Source Vector

2L Accelerometer Error Source Vector

6 hLA Altimeter Error
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Appendix A

DETAILED COMPONENT
MODEL

This appendix provides detailed equations for each of the component models described in
Section 2.

A.1 T Motion Model

The T motion model is composed of two components: deterministic and random. These
two components are described in Subsections A.1.1 and A.1.2.

A.1.1 T Deterministic Motion Model

The deterministic motion of the T is approximated by polynomials in the x-, y-, and
axes of the tangential frame defined in Section A.3. Motion in the x-direction is specified
in the interval t < t < tji1 by

1

PTx,det(t) = PTx,det, + t'Txdet t - ti) + -aTx,det,i (t _ ti) 2 , (A.1)

and similarly for the y- and z-axes. Consequently, the deterministic motion of the target
is specified by an array of the form shown in Table A.1. For most cases the acceleration
term in Equation A.1 is set to zero to obtain a piece-wise linear T trajectory.

A.1.2 T Random Motion Model

The random component of the T Motion Model is composed of three Singer models which
specify motion along each of the three axes of the tangential frame defined in Section A.3.
The model corresponding to the x-axis is given by state-space equations of the form
([Gelb, 1974])

iT.1 -= ETx!Tx + W'Tr •(A.2)
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Table A.1: T DETERMINISTIC MODEL INPUT TABLE

BEGIN END x-MOTION y-MOTION z-MOTION

TIMF TIME COEFFICIENTS COEFFICIENTS COEFFICIENTS

ti ti+1  PTr,detz, PTrdet,i, PTx,det,i I'Tx,deti, I'Trdet,i, VTz,det,i aTxdet,i, aTrdeti, aTz,det,i

The F-matrix, the white noise vector, and its spectral matrix ([Gelb., 1974]) are given by
([Singer, 1969])

FT =[ 0 0 1 (A.3)
0 0 -aT,.

1LT -- 0 
(A .4)

WTr

QT, 0 0 10 (A.5)
0 0 q

0 0 T

These equations indicate that acceleration, velocity, and position are related by integra-
tions, and that acceleration is taken as a first-order Markov process. Analogous models
are formulated for the random motion along the y and z coordinates.

The Singer model is a function of two parameters: at, and ,,. These parameters
are set as follows ([Singer, 1969]). The parameter a is the reciprocal of the correlation
time r,

a, (A.6)
7

The correlation time is initially set to

r = 5 sec. (A.7)

This value may be considered representative of turbulence and autopilot maneuvers.
The power parameter, 0T.., is set based on the anticipated magnitude of the maneuvers

according to the formula

2 A 2

- m [1 + 4Pm.. - Pol. (A.8)3

In this equation,

Po = Probability that the acceleration is zero

Amax = Maximum expected acceleration

Pmax = Probability that the acceleration is Amax.
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Equation A.S is derived in [Singer, 1969] by assuming a uniform probability density func-
tion for acceleration with spikes at zero and ±Anm. The power parameter specifies the
spectral density of the white noise IWT,,

S 2

qTx = 20TxO'Tx. (A.9)

The covariance of the random component of T motion ("Singer covariance") is defined
by ILA E "T,,(t) I1 T

E.L(O) = E{ !L.T(t) K(t) }. (A.10)
zr:(t) Xr,(t)

The subscript L in PT,L(t) indicates that this covariance is a location covariance as op-
posed to an estimation covariance.

A.2 M Random Motion Model

The random component of the M motion is also given by x-, y-, and Z-Singer models, each
model characterized by equations analogous to Equations A.2 to A.4. The parameters for
the Singer models (aTx and or,) are set by the procedure described in Subsection A.1.
The covariance of the random component of M motion ("Singer covariance") is similarly
defined as

!---z(t) I Mz(t) ]T
The deterministic component of the NI motion is given in Section A.9 which addresses

the guidance model.

A.3 LP Deterministic Trajectory Model

A.3.1 Introduction

The notation used in describing the LP trajectory model is as follows:

e Superscripts indicate Cartesian reference frames. Five frames are of interest:

- The "inertial" frame (i-frame), having its origin at the center of the Earth.
x-axis pointing to the vernal equinox and the z-axis pointing to the North pole

- The Earth-centered Earth-fixed frame (c-frame). having its origin at the cen-
ter of the Earth, x-axis on the Equatorial plane and through the Greenwich
meridian, and the z-axis pointing to the North pole

- The geographic frame (n-frame), having its origin at the center of mass of the
vehicle (LP), x-axis pointing North, y-axis East, and z-axis down
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- The tangential frame (t-frame), a geographic frame with origin at a fixed lo-
cation relative to the Earth. The location of the origin is determined by its
latitude, longitude, and altitude. (Lo,TANJO,TAN,hO TAN), which are simula-
tion inputs. Values for these three coordinates should be chosen to specify a
location near the launch point

- The body frame (b-frame), having its origin at the center of mass of the vehicle,
x-frame along the roll axis, y-frame along the pitch axis. and z along the yaw
axis.

C' is the direction cosine matrix (DCM) for transforming a vector in the b-frame
to one in the n-frame ([Britting, 1971]). A similar notation is used for other DCM
transformations with the exception of the roll, pitch, and azimuth (yaw) transfor-
mation matrices ([Etkin, 1972]):

0 0

L,(o) 0 cos sine (roll) (A.12)
0 -sine cosp

cos0 0 -sin0 1
LP(O) = 0 1 0 (pitch) (A.13)

sin0 0 cos0

cosV' sing' 0 1
L,(Vy) -sin b cosV 0 (azimuth) (A.14)

0 0 1

where 6, 0, and , are roll, pitch, and azimuth angles.

* Time (t) is GMT.

This section contains the algorithms for computing thirty-one deterministic (non-
random) motion variables for each of six possible LP motion events. The thirty-one
variables are listed in Table A.2 which also specifies the frame in which the variable
is expressed and the corresponding symbol. These variables are necessary for specifying
the propagation of INS errors as summarized in Table 3.3.

The six LP motion events are considered in the following subsections as follows:

" Level flight at constant velocity: Subsection A.3.3

" Right-turn / Left-turn to a given heading: Subsection A.3.4

* Climb / descent to a given altitude: Subsection A.3.5

" Change of speed at a constant altitude: Subsection A.3.6

* Azimuth change while on the ground: Subsection A.3.7.

In addition to these motion events, two additional events are considered:
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Table A.2: LP TRAJECTORY MOTION VARIABLES AND SYMBOLS

MOTION VARIABLE RELATIVE TO FRAME SYMBOL

Position Rotating Earth Tangential [ PLP
Velocity Int
Acceleration a
Specific Force Inertial space Geographic, Body fn, fb

Latitude The Equator - LLP

Celestial Longitude Vernal Equinox ALP
Terrestrial Longitude Greenwich -LP
Altitude Reference Ellipsoid - hLp

Rates - LLP, A tLP, jILP
Accelerations - LLP, A LP, tLP
Bank (Euler angle) -
Elevation - 0
Azimuth n -

Roll rate Inertial space Body p
Pitch rate qt t q
Yaw rate tI 1I

* A one-time initialization is performed at the beginning of the simulation, described
in the following subsection (Subsection A.3.2)

* A trajectory with constant three-dimensional acceleration. This trajectory, neces-
sary for the propagation of the M INS dynamics considered in Subsection A.9.9, is
described in Subsection A.3.8.

A.3.2 Initialization

Assumptions - The model for the initial condition of the LP is based on the following
assumptions:

* At the initial time, tLP,INIT:

- the LP is stationary at a known (BASE) location and oriented at a known
azimuth

- Pitch and roll angles are zero

* After tLP,INIT:

- Ground align is performed

- The LP takes off by executing, as required, a combination of: azimuth change
while on the ground (Subsection A.3.7); change of speed (Subsection A.3.6);
and climb (Subsection A.3.5).

Input Parameters - The initial conditions for the LP are determined by the following
input parameters:
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" Initial timle. tLP,INIT

" Initial I T location. ( LBASE, JBASF,/ B ._,E)

" Initial azinmth ?IPiNur.

(ornputation Algorithm - The objective of the computation algorithm is to provide
initial values for the variables listed in Table A.2..A four-step procedure is followed.

I. Cor )utationi of point moss t-fra inf location1 (1'P,4  u Lp. a' p (t tLP,INIT
La. \elocitv and Acceleration:

,P(tPN1T) = (tLT )  0. (A.15)

lb. Compute the locationl of the origin of the t-frame in c-frame coordinates:

r1e

TAN - Y eTAN (A.16)

,.OTAN

(R hOTAN) cos LOTAN COS £OJAN

= (RD + hO,TAN)CosLo,TANinO,TAN , (A. 1 )
(P, + hO,TAN) sin LO,TAN J

where IL. is the radius of a spherical Earth (6378 kin).

1c. Compute the location of the LP in 1-frame coordinates:

,BASE 1
rBASE YBASE (A.18)

e
-BASE

(Ra, + /lBASE) Cos LBASE COS BASE 1
(R,+ -hBASE) COS LBASE sin eBASE (A.19)

(Re, + hBAsE)Sin LBASE

Id. Compute the location of the LP in c-frame coordinates:

pLp(tl,PiNIT) = C'(rBASE - r0,TAN) (A.20)

where the f-frame to t-fraine DCM is given bv

e' ( t r  (A.21)

C' C.C (A.22)

(7t Given by Equation A.94 (A.23)

- sin LBASE Cos iBASE - sin fBASE -cos LBASE COS fBASE 1
- sin LBASE *.,in BASF COS 6BASE - COS LBASE sin tBAS] (A.24)

cos LBASE 0 - sin LBASE I

where the superscript 7 i.dicates matrix transposition.
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2. ('ow puttIon of specific force. (fn, Jb): Because tie LlP experiences zero accelera-

tion, the specific force in the n-frame is given by 0]1
fn _ [= , = 0 (A.25)

and in the i-fralne
A.26)

where th )rmula for C' is given below in Step ; (Equation A.30).
3. (-'ombutation of latitude. longitule, altitude, and rates, (LLP. ALP, tLP hLP, and

rates): These quantities are computed using ,he following equations:

LLP = 1 -HAS E

fLP = fBASE

SL,:' :Equation A.112

hLP = /?BASE

LLP = 0

'LP 0

ALP Equation A.117

hLP 0

LLP 0

"LP 0

ALP : Equation A.121.

C. ('ompulation of rotational parametb rs. (6, 0, 1.,. p, q, r):

Ia. (Compute L-uier angles and DC\I: l)uring [t . ,2], the Euler angles (roll, pitch. and
yaw) are given by:

0(t) = 0 (A.27)

0(t) = 0 (A.28)
0l) = 1 'LPINIT (A.29)

where '.'LPi.Nrr is the azimuth at time tlP,INIT. The corresponding n-frame to b-frame
D('NI is:

Cb(t) = L.q(Y'LP,INIT). (A.30)

41). ('onipute angular rates: The angular rates with respect to inertial space (p, q,
and r) are computed from the angular rates with respect to the n-frame (P, Q, and R),
which in turn are computed from the Euler anigle rates (. 0,. and 0,):

I (A31)
0
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Q~ L0 (A.32)
R 0

q] = C(t) -L (A.33)
r -(Q + ) sin L

where C6(t) is given by Equation A.30.

A.3.3 Level Flight at Constant Velocity

Assumptions - The model for level flight is based on the following assumptions:

" Level flight begins at time tl and end,, -t time t2

* Within the [ti 1,2] time interval:

- The pitch and roll angles are zero

- All accelerations are zero

- Vertical velocity is zero (altitude is constant)

" The variables iisted in Table A.2 are known at 11.

Input Parameters - A level flight segment is determined by one input parameter: the

duration of the segment. 12 - tI.

Computation Algorithm -- The objective of the computation algorithm is to compute

the variables listed in Table A.2 within the [tl,t2] interval. A four-step procedure is

followed.

1. Computation of point mass 1-frame trajectory (pEp, tp, ajp):

aLn (t)= 0 (A.34)
t (t) - t{ (t) (A .35)

PLPM ptp(tl) + Ltp(t,)(t - tl). (A.36)

2. Computation of specific force, (f6, fb): Because the LP experiences zero accelera-

tion. the specific force in the n-frame is given by

fE 0 (A.37)
fD -g

and in the b-frame
fb = cbfn (A.38)

where the formula for C,' is given below in Step 4.
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3. Computation of latitude, longitude, altitude, and rates, (LLP, ALP, CLP, hLp, and
rates): These quantities are computed using the following equations:

LLP : Equation A.110

fLP : Equation A.111

ALP Equation A.112

hLP Equation A.113

LLP : Equation A.115

iLP : Equation A.116

ALP : Equation A.117

hLp : Equation A.118

LLP : Equation A.119

'LP : Equation A.120

ALP : Equation A.121.

4. Computation of rotational parameters, (0, 0, 4,, p, q, r):
4a. Compute Euler angles and DCM: During [tI, t 2], the Euler angles (roll, pitch, and

yaw) are given by:

¢(t) = 0 (A.39)

O(t) = 0 (A.40)

W(t) = o, (A.41)

where V, is the azimuth at time tj and the small variation in azimuth because due to
translational motion is neglected. The corresponding n-frame to b-frame DCM is:

C'(t) = La(4',). (A.42)

4b. Compute angular rates: The angular rates with respect to inertial space (p, q,
and r) are computed from the angular rates with respect to the n-frame (P. Q, and R),
which in turn are computed from the Euler angle rates (0, 0, and 0"):

Q~ 0 ~ (A.44)

[p1 Ct) QT + f)cos L1
q = Cb(t)[ -L (A.45)
r -(Bq + f;) sin L

where C'(t) is given by Equation A.42.
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A.3.4 Right-Turn / Left-Turn

Assumptions - The model for the turn is based on the following assumptions:

" The ti::n bcgins at timc t, aimd ends a, time t4

" At, time tj- (immediately before the turn) and at time t4 (at the end of the turn):

- The pitch and roll angles are zero

- All accelerations are zero

- Vertical velocity is zero

* The variables listed in Table A.2 are known at ti-

" During the turn (ti < t < t4 ) the LP flies at a constant altitude

" The turn is divided into three time intervals:

tl < t < t2: Roll from zero to the bank angle required by the turn'

t2 < t < t3 : Turn at a constant bank angle

t3 < t 14: Roll back to zero bank angle

* Within [tI, t2] and [t6, 14] the LP rolls at a constant roll rate. This roll rate is assumed
to be 6T = ±90 deg/sec, positive for right-turn (RT) and negative for left-turn (LT)
([McCormick, 1979]).

Input Parameters - A steady turn segment (also called a "truly banked" or "coordi-
nated" turn, [Etkin, 1972], [Dole, 1981]) is determined by the following input parameters:

* Direction of the turn (right or left)

" Load factor (the number of g's the aircraft "pulls"), nT

" Final heading, LXI.

Computation Algorithm - The objective of the computation algorithm is to compute
the variables listed in Table A.2 within each of the three intervals ([t,, t2], [t2, t 3], and
[t3, 1]). The development that follows is divided into three parts:

" Preliminary computations

" ('omnputations for [t ,t2]

" Computations for [.2,13]

* Computations for [t3, t4].

"Bank angle" is synonymous with "roll angle."
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The development is based on [Etkin, 1972], [Dole. 1981], [Anderson, 1989], and [Britting,
1971].

Preliminary Computations:
1. Computation of t-frame speed:

VT= (t}p )2 + (v~p) 2 . (A.46)

2. Computation of turn radius:

RT- T (A.47)
9

where g = 9.8 m/sec2 is the acceleration of gravity.
3. Computation of turn rate:

LrT = n I (A.48)

Vr

where the plus sign corresponds to RT and the negative sign to LT.

4. Computation of turn interval duration: To compute the turn rate, compute first
the total turn angle, Au',

AP = [V'4 - 4'11360. (A.49)

In this equation, the subtraction is modulus 360 deg, 1'4 is the final heading (an input
parameter), and 01'i is the initial heading computed from

= arctan v . (A.50)

The duration of the turn interval is given by

TT=-. (A.51)
OOT

.5. Computation of roll angle:

OT arccos , (A.52)

"+" for RT, "-" for LT.
6. Computation of roll interval: The duration of the roll interval is given by

r = .-- (A.53)OT

7. Computation of times:

t2 = tI + T, (A.54)

t3 = t1 + T, + TT (A.55)

t4 = /t +2T, + TT (A.56)
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N. Computation of turn center: The turn circle is located at (XTC, YTC, ZTC) in the
t-frame. Because the turn occurs at a constant altitude,

ZTC - pLpz(tl) = t(t2). (A.57)

Let the vector from the location of LP at t2 to the center of the turn circle be RNT

(the subscript indicates that this vector is the negative turn radius vector). Because of

Equation A.57, the z-component of RNT is zero. The x- and y-components are computed
by noting that at time t 2 the turn circle is in a direction orthogonal to the velocity vector,
to the right or the left of the pilot, depending on the direction of the turn, and at a
distance RT from the LP. Two cases need to be considered as follows:

If 'Lp 1 (t2) $ 0:

RNTx aRT (A.58)

RNT- aRT (A.59)

where P=VLpy(t2) (A.60)

VLPx(t2)

The constant a is set according to the following conditions:

If LT and VLPx(t2) > 0 then a = -I

If LT and VLPx(t2) <0 then a =+1

If RT and VLPx(t2) > 0 then a=+

If RT and L'LPx(t2) <0 then a = -1.

If VLp,(t2) = 0:

RNTx = aRT (A.61)

RNTy = 0. (A.62)

For this case, the constant a is set according to the following conditions:

If LT and VLPy(t2) > 0 then a = +1

If LT and VLPy(t2) <0 then a =-I

If RT and VLP,(t2) > 0 then a = -1

If RT and VLPy(t2) <0 then a =+1.

The center of the turn circle is then computed from the negative turn radius vector,

XTC PLp(12)1 RNT 1
YTC = pLpy(t2) + RNT& (A.63)
ZTC ptpt2) RNTz
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Computations for [tl, t21: Within this interval a four-step procedure is followed.
1. Computation of point mass t-frame trajectory (ptp, v'p, a'p):

aLp(t) = 0 (A.64)
V'LpMt = VLIp(t,) (A.65)

pp(t)= pLp(ti) + tp(t)(t - tl). (A.66)

2. Computation of specific force, (fn, f'): Because the LP experiences zero acceler-

ation (and the INS is assumed to be located at the center of mass), the specific force in
the n-frame is given by

fE - 0 (A.67)
fD -g

and in the b-frame
fb =cf, (A.68)

where the formula for C' is given below in Step 4.

.3. Computation of latitude, longitude, altitude, and rates, (LLP, ALP, fLP, hLp, and
rates): Thest, quantities are computed using the following equations:

LLP " Equation A.110

fLP " Equation A.111

ALP " Equation A.112

hLp " Equation A.113

LLP : Equation A.115

iLP " Equation A.116

ALP " Equation A.117

hLp " Equation A.118

LLP " Equation A.119

iLP "Equation A.120

ALP : Equation A.121.

4. Computation of rotational parameters, (0, 0, V!, p, q, r):
4a. Compute Euler angles and DCM: During [tl, t21, the Euler angles (roll, pitch. and

yaw) are given by:

0(t) = 9T(t - t) (A.69)

O(t) = 0 (A.70)
0(t) = 0,, (A.71)

where 01 is the azimuth at time ti. The corresponding n-frame to b-frame DCM is:

C, (t) = Lr(Odt))La(i.,i). (A.72)
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4b. Compute angular rates: The angular rates with respect to inertial space (p, q,
and r) are computed from the angular rates with respect to the n-frame (P, Q, and R),
which in turn are computed from the Euler angle rates (€, 0, and 0):

[0 0 ~ (A.73)

[ r(~tI (A.74)

q = n -L (A.75)r [( -(ED + + ) sin L

where Cb(t) is given by Equation A.72.
Computations for [t 2 , t3]: Within this interval a four-step procedure is followed.
1. Computation of point mass t-frame trajectory(PLP, v', asp): Consider first the

position. pt'p(t), te[t 2 , 31. In the b(t 2)-frame (body frame at time t2 ) the trajectory during
the turn is simply a circle specified by

[ c(t) sin a(t) 1 b(ti)

PLP(t) 'T = c(t) cos a(t) (A.76)
0

[ c(t)sina(t) 1 b(t)

PLP t'r = -c(t) cos a(t) (A.77)
0

where the first/second equation apply to RT/LT, and:

c(t) = in-y(RT (A.78)
sin a(t)

Y(t) = WT(t - t2) (A.79)

a(t) = - (t) (rad). (A.80)

The trajectory in the b(ti)-frame is transformed to the t-frame by means of:

PLP(t)t = PLP(t2)t + Ct(t,) C(t2))PLP (t)b(•2) (A.81)

This equation states that the LP position in the t-frame is the sum of two vectors expressed
in the t-frame: the position of the origin of the b(t2 )-frame plus the location of the LP in the
b(t 2)-frame. To express the second vector in the t-frame, the vector is transformed, using
DCMs, from the b(t 2 ) to the n(t 2 ) to the t frames. The DCM for the first transformation
is given by:

[Cos -sin 0
Cb(t2 ) sin b cos4'1  0 (A.82)b(t ) 

1
0 0
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where Z'l is the heading at the beginning of the turn maneuver. And the DCMs for the
second transformation is given by:

1 - - -f sin2 L0  g sin Lo A0 - s n L
2 24

C 2 
2 S -A oL - 4L1 sin 2L o

C t -AP F A 1  0  1 2-

)(t2) -AtlI(sin L+AL cos L) -Ael(cos L, - AL1 sin L0)

_A2 L2  -A t2

ALI - _ 4_Isin 2Lo At 1 cos L, 1 2 _L _2 _L cos 2 Lo

(A.83)
where

ALI = -i OJAN

Ae 1 e - O,TAN

LI, t(I = Latitude and terrestrial longitude of the origin of the n(tl)-frame

LO,TAN, tO,TAN = Latitude and terrestrial longitude of the origin of the t-frame.
The velocity and acceleration in the t-frame (t,'p and ap) are obtained by differen-

tiating Equation A.81 to obtain:

VLP~~tt t,(t, nb(t2) dd2

aLp(t) = ( t 2) - L t n(t2) t)b(t2) (A.85)

The derivatives on the right-hand side for right-turns are:

d~ [ bt WTRT COS _YMt b(t2 )

-5PLPt)b(t2) [ ft) ] (A.86)dtRT 0

d 1 [ w -W RT sin -(t) (2

pLp(t)b() - f 2 (t) (A.87)
[ P RT 0

where the functions f, and f2 are given by:

fl (t) = WTRTCos -(t) ±TRT sin y(t) (A.88)
tana(t) 2 sin 2 a(t)

f 2 (t) = -W' T siny(t) 2i 2sa(t) RT sin(t)cosa (A.89)
tanT t(t) + WsiRT s 2  "- 2 sin a(t)

And for left-turns:

[pLpdt)
b(t2)  = [ -TRT) (A.90)

dtLT 0

d 2 Pt)(2 ) = -f yt) (A.91)
U 3 0
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2. Computation of specific force, (f', fb): The computation of specific forces is a
five-step process.

2a. Compute the LP current latitude, terrestrial longitude, and rates as follows: 2

* L and t from pLp(t)t (which is available from Equation A.81)

* L and C from ULP(t)t (which is available from Equation A.84)

e L and " from aLp(t)t (which is available from Equation A.85).

The equations for these computations are given in paragraph 3, below.
2b. Transform VLP(t)t (given by Equation A.84) from the t-frame to the current n-

frame:

n n
U LP,AN

VLP(t) Vp,E (A.92)
U
n

VLP, D
rC n )tL t Lp(t (A.93)

where

1 L2  e2 sin2 L, -Ae(sin L, + AL cos L,) AL - _ e sin 2L,
2 2

t  At sin L, 1 - t-I At cos Lo
2

-AL - @ sin 2L, -A f(cos Lo - \L sin L,) 1 -L2 -
2 L

4 2 2

(A.94)
and, as in Equation A.83.

AL = L - LOTAN (A.95)
At t - OTAN" (A.96)

2c. Transform aLp(t)t (given by Equation A.85) from the t-frame to the current n-
frame using the theorem of Coriolis ([Britting, 1971]):

aLP, IVn

aLp (t) n  = an, (A.97)
n
LP, D

n n n=C t aLP(t)t +[ QntCtvLp(t) t  (A.98)

where Ct' is given by Equation A.94 and Q t is the skew-symmetric matrix ([Britting,
1971]) corresponding to the angular velocity of the t-frame relative to the n-frame:

0 -L'sinL L
-tc ssiLL 0 icosL (A.99)

- i -i cos L 0

2Shorthand notation: L - LLP, e =LP, A =- ALP, h - hLP.
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2d. Compute the specific force in the n-frame:

fE (A.100)

a
n

aLP,N + .'LPE(e + 2Q ) sin L - LVZPD1

aLP,E VLPN(L + 2QD) sin L - VLP,D(e + 2  e) cos L (A.101)

aLPD + qPE(e + 2Qe) cos L + LVLPN - g J
where the subscripts N, E, and D identify the North, East, and Down components.

2e. Compute the specific force in the b-frame:

fb = cbfn (A.102)

where Cb is computed in Step 4.
3. Computation of latitude, longitude, altitude, and rates, (LLP, ALp, tLP, hLp, and

rates): The computation of these quantities is a 5-step process. 3

3a. Compute the location of the origin of the t-frame in e-frame coordinates:

XO,TAN 1

rOTAN [ YO,TAN (A.103)
Z,TAN

[ (Re + hO.TAN)COSLo,TANCOSeO,TAN 1e
(Re + ho,TAN) COS LOTAN sin O,TAN (A.104)

(Re + hO,TAN) sin LO,TAN

where R e is the radius of a spherical Earth (6378 kin).
3b. Compute the location of the LP in e-frame coordinates:

rep - YeP (A.105)
LLP~

rO,TAN + CtPLP (A.106)

where the t-frame to e-frame DCM is given by

C = C ,C (A.107)

C Given by Equation A.94 (A.108)

-sinLcosg -sing -cosLcosf]
C = -sinLsine cost -cosLsine . (A.109)

cos L 0 - sin L

'Shorthand notation: L - LLP, t = tLP, ,A = ALP, h = hLP.
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3c. Compute the latitude, longitudes, and altitude of the LP:

L = arcsin (A.110)

arctan YLrP (A.111)

A = e+Qet (A.112)
h hO,TAN - pp, + AL pLp + Atcos LOTAN p (A.113)

where time (t) is GMT and

II = V(XeP)2 + (yP)2 + (-E)2. (A.114)

3d. Compute first derivatives:

yLP.N 
(A.115)R+ + h

Vn
*LPE (A.116)

(Re +h)cosL

= }+Qe (A.117)
"h =-vLpz + LptLpx + ALvtpx + Cos LO,TANPt Pq + AtcosLO,TANVLp(A.II8)

3e. Compute second derivatives:

£ - aLPN - (A.119)

Re +h

afPE - he cos L + (Re + h)L sin L
(Re + h) cos L

A= . (A.121)

4. Computation of rotational parameters, (0, 0, b, p, q, r):
4a. Compute Euler angles and DCM: During [t2, t3], the Euler angles are given by:

0(t) = OT (A.122)
O(t) = 0 (A.123)

0(t) = V1l + WT(t - t 2 ). (A.124)

The corresponding n-frame to b-frame DCM is:

C,'(t) = L,(OT)L.(V,(t)). (A.125)

4b. Compute angular rates: Following a procedure similar to that for the [tl,t 2]
interval, the following calculations provide the angular rates with respect to inertial space
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(p, q, and r):

] = [ ] (A.126)

QP' LOT) A17

Q _'+ ) cos L1

P +
=~ -L j (A.127)

P1 Q + C6, (t) -L(A.128)
r R-(fl + i:) sin L

where C7(t) is given by Equation A.125.
Computations for [t3 , t4]: Within this interval a four-step procedure is followed.
1. Computation of point mass t-frame trajectory (ptP, Lp, aP):

aLe(t) = 0 (A.129)

vUp(t) = VLp(t3) (A.130)pt)
pPp = PLP(t 3) + vt~p(t 3 )(t - t3). (A.131)

2. Computation of specific force, (fP, fb): Because the LP experiences zero accelera-
tion the specific force in the n-frame is given by

f- fE I 0 , (A.132)
fD -g

and in the b-frame
fb = cbfn (A.133)

where the formula for Cb is given below in Step 4.
3. Computation of latitude, longitude, altitude, and rates. (LLP, ALP, (LP, hLp, and

rates): These quantities are computed using the following equations:

LLP " Equation A.110

eLP " Equation A.111

ALP " Equation A.112

hLP " Equation A.113

LLP " Equation A.115

iLP " Equation A.116

ALP : Equation A.117

hLP • Equation A.118

LLP : Equation A.119

'LP " Equation A.120

"LP " Equation A.121.
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4. Computation of rotational pararmetcrs, (p, 0. , p, q, r):
4a. Compute Euler angles and DCM: During [ .i4 ], the Euler angles are given by:

0(t) = - OT(t /3) (A.134)

0(t) = 0 (A.135)

(t) (A.6)

The corresponding ri-frame to b-frame DCM is:

C,'(t) = L,(O(t))L ,( ,3). (A. 137)

4b. Compute angular rates: Following a procedure similar to that ,or the [tl,t2]

in; erval, the following calculations provide the angular rates with respect to inertial space
(p, q, and r):

0 0 (A.138)

Q 0 (A.139)

[p3Q + fcos L 1
q + +Cb(t) -L(A.140)
r R-(Q' + i) sin L

where C'(t) is given t,- Equation A.137.

A.3.5 Climb and Descent
Assumptions - The model for climb and descent segments is based on the following
assumptions:

" The scgiment begins at time t and ends at time t 3

" The [t1, t3] interval is divided into two subintervals during which a bang-bang accel-
eration control is applied:

- During [ti, t2], the LP experiences a total (inclusive of gravity) upward vertical
acceleration +'lcDg. (If 12CD is negative then the acceleration is downward)

- During [t6. 1.,], the LP experiences a total upward vertical acceleration -ncvg

" At times t- and 3, vertical velocity and acceleratin are zero

" At all times, the horizontal acceleration and the roll angle are zero

* At all times, the velucity vector points along the centerline of the LP
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" At all t irnes, the pitch rate eyials the Iligit - Patin angle rate-

" Che variab~les listed in Table A.?~ are known at ti,

Input Paraincters -A c'imb/de-,:enid flight segment deterinned by two parameters:

9 Final altitude at time t3~, h2,

*Ma-itude of the vertical acceleration of the LP in g~s,InD

Com-putation Algorithm - The ob~jective of the computation algorithm is, to cempute
the variables lis-ted in Table A.2 withini the [tl, t3] interval. A five-step procedure is
followed.

1. Prellim in ary Coinputations.

1Ia. Compute times (t 2 and t3 ):

t2 t1+' (A.141)
13-j t 2+. (A.142)

A 3 h (A. 143)
V 1

CD gq

lb. Compute 1?CD:

If 1h3 > hi then _?CD =+IflCDI (A. 144)
If h3 < hi then nCD =-InCDI. (A. 145)

2. Cotrpiitation of point mnass t-framec trajectory (pt p, v1pa

Horizontal motion. 1j t <_ t 3:

aLP..(t) = 0 (A. 146)
aLP, (t) =0 (A. 14 7)

L~Py(t) =PI{P9(t) (A. 1 4S)

PLP, M = iP'P(ti) + 1'LP,(1t )(t - ~)(A. 151)

Vertical motion. t., < t < 12:

pLP,(t) = 1O.TAN - hi- _71 (g - I (A. 154)
2

4 The flight-I -ah anigle is the angle between the velocity vector and the horizontal plane (e.g., [Farrell,
19761).
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Vertical motion, t-2 < t < t3:

aPz(t) = +71cD g (A.155)
Lp( = - 2 + 1C'D g (t - 2) (A.156)

pL~z (0 = h 112 - h2)(t - CD g-- t2)2 (A.157)

where

h2  h, + h3  (A.158)

h2 C= nCDg(t2 - t,). (A.159)

3. Computation of specific force, (f n, fb): The acceleration experienced by the LP in
the t-frame is given by

a tpLp 0 (A. 160)

aLp]

Consequently the specific force experienced by the LP in the n-frame is given by

fn - f E In = n I

f t  ap - 0 , (A.161)

where C' is given by Equation A.94. In the b-frame

fb = Cbfn (A.162)

where the formula for C' is given below in Step 5.
4. Computation of latitude, longitude, altitude, and rates, (LLP, ALP, (LP, hLp, and

rates): These quantities are computed using the following equations:

LLP : Equation A.110

eLP :Equation A.111

ALP : Equation A.112

hLp : Equation A.113

LLP : Equation A.115
iLP : Equation A.116

\LP : Equation A.117

hLp : Equation A.118

4LP : Equation A.119

LP Equation A.120

ALP : Equation A.121.

5. (omputation of rotational paramrters, (g, 0, (,, p, q, r):
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5a. Compute Euler angles and DCM: During [ti,t 3], the Euler angles (roll, pitch, and
yaw) are given by:

0(t) = 0 (A.163)

0(t) = arctan (tLPZ) (A.164)

V(t) = , (A. 165)

where i.-1 is the azimuth at time tL and

tl Velocity in the level (horizontal) plane (A.166)

(VLp) 2 + (VLpV) 2 . (A.167)

The corresponding n-frame to b-frame DCM is:

C,'(t) = iL,(O)L,,(q,j). (A. 168)

5b. Compute angular rates: The angular rates with respect to inertial space (p, q,
and r) are computed from the angular rates with respect to the 7-frame (P, Q, and R),
which in turn are computed from the Euler angle rates (q, 0, and i'):

(VI)+(VITp LPz (A.169)

Q 0 1 0 0 (A.170)
R0 0 Cos 0 ,

[p1(Q'p + i) cos
q P + C(t) - (A.171)
r R( aD 4- i) sin L

where ("(t) is given by Equation A.168.

A.3.6 Level Change of Speed

Assumptions - The model for a level change-of-speed is based on the following assump-
tions:

" Flight begins at time tj and ends at time t2

" Within the [tI, t2J time interval:

- The heading angle remains constant

- The pitch and roll angles are zero

- Vertical acceleration and velocity are zero (altitude is constant)
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- The inagnitude of the level acceleration is constant (and representative of the
maximum acceleration that the LP can develop)

9 The variables listed in Table A.2 are known at ti.

Input Parameters - A change-of-speed flight segment is determined by two input
parameters:

9 Final horizontal (level) velocity, v1 2

* Magnitude of level acceleration in g's, Inil

Computation Algorithm - The objective of the computation algorithm is to compute
the variables listed in Table A.2 within the [t1,t2] interval. A four-step procedure is
followed.

1. Preliminary Computations.
la. Compute the initial speed, vtl:

Vi, -= Vip(t,)2 + VupY(ti) 2. (A.172)

lb. Compute the final time, t2:
jv,2 - ,,

t2 = t1 + I2-g (A.173)

lc. Compute the final/initial speed ratio, pl, if vjj > 0:
V12

p = -. (A.174)
V11

Id. Compute n1 :

If Il = 0 or pi > 1 then n1 = +nl (speed-up) (A.175)

If P, < 1 then n, = -Intl (slow-down). (A.176)

. Computation of point mass t-frame trajectory (p'. Vt p, aVP):

2a. ('ompute acceleration in the t-frame, aLP, t 1 t < t2:

If ?,11 = 0 (start-up on the ground):

aLP1  = lnllg cos?/, (A.177)

aLp.= jnjgsin' 1  (A.178)

aLpz = 0 (A.179)

where ', is the heading at tj.

If vii $4 0 (speed-up or slow-down):

aLP, - nig (A.180)

Py- ng (A.181)
V/ 1

aLP: 0. (A.182)
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2b. Compute position and velocity, t1 <t t 2 :

VLP(t) = Vtp(tl) + ap(t - 1) (A.183)L L t1

pp(t) p = ptLp(t,) + VtLp(t,)(t - t,) + -aLp(t -t1)
2 . (A.184)

3. Computation of specific force. (f', fb):

fn Ct ap -- 0(A.185)
f D f" 9t

where C7 is given by Equation A.94. In the b-frame

fb = cbfn (A.186)

where the formula for Cb is given below in Step 5 (Equation A.190).

4. Computation of latitude, longitude, altitude, and rates, (LLP, ALP, fLP, hLp, and
rates): These quantities are computed using the following equations:

LLP Equation A.110

hLP :Equation A.111

ALP : Equation A.112

hLp: Equation A.113

LLP : Equation A.115

iLP : Equation A.116

ALP : Equation A.117

hLp Equation A.118

LLP : Equation A.119

CLP : Equation A.120

ALP : Equation A.121.

5. Computation of rotational parameters, (0, 0, 0,, p, q, r):
5a. Compute Euler angles and DCM: During [tl, t 2], the Euler angles (roll, pitch, and

yaw) are given by:

0(t) 0 (A.187)

0(t) 0 (A.188)

to (t) 0 1 (A.189)

where it, is the azimuth at time tl and the small variation in azimuth because due to
translational motion is neglected. The corresponding n-frame to b-frame DCM is:

C (t) = L (1,1 ). (A.190)
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5b. Compute angular rates: The angular rates with respect to inertial space (p, q,
and r) are iinputed r:om the angular rates with respect to the n-frame (P, Q, and R),
which in turn are computed from the Euler angle rates (0, 0, and V,):

[p0 0] (A.191)

['1 ± ~oL1
q = C (t) -L (A.193)

r -(Q, + CsinL

where C'(t) is given by Equation A.190.

A-3.7 Ground Azimuth Change

An azimuth change while on the ground is executed by rotating the aircraft about the
Down axis of the n-frame.

Assumptions - The model for an azimuth change is based on the following assump-
tions:

" Azimuth change begins at time t, and ends at time t2

" Within the [tI, t2] time interval:

- The heading angle varies linearly with time

- The pitch and roll angles are zero

- Horizontal and vertical accelerations and velocities are zero

" The magnitude of the azimuth rate is l I = 20 deg/sec

" The variables listed in Table A.2 are known at ti.

Input Parameters - A change of azimuth is determined by two input parameters:

o Final heading, 1P2

o Clockwise (CW) or Counter-Clockwise (CCW) turn.

Computation Algorithm - The objective of the computation algorithm is to compute
the variables listed in Table A.2 within the [t,t2] interval. A five-step procedure is
followed.

1. Preliminary Computations.
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l a. Compute w,:
_ f +20 deg/sec if CW

Woa = -20 deg/sec if CCW (A.194)

lb. Compute the final time, t2:

t2 - 01]modulo (A.195)
W3a

where i'11 and V,2 are the initial and final azimuths and the qualifier "modulo" indicates
that the difference should be taken modulo 360 deg and taking into account the direction
of turn.

2. Computation of point mass t-frame trajectory (p' p, v tL p , a L P):
2a. Velocity and Acceleration: For tj < t < t2,

vLp(t) = ap(t) = 0. (A.196)

2b. Position: For t < t < t2,

pLP(t = pLP(tl). (A.197)

3. Computation of specific force, (f ,, fb): Because the center of mass of the LP
experiences zero acceleration, the specific force in the n-frame is given by

n' - InfE = 0 ,(A.198)
fD -g

and in the b-frame
fb = Cbfn (A.199)

where the formula for Cn is given below in Step 5 (Equation A.203).
4. Computation of latitude, longitude, altitude, and rates, (LLP, ALP, fLP, hLp, and

rates): During the [t1, t2 interval these quantities are given by:

LLP = Lt,

fLP = ft,

ALP • Equation A.112

hLp =ht,

LLP = 0

iLP 0
ALP " Equation A.117

hLP 0

LLP = 0

eLP 0

ALP : Equation A.121.
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5. Computation of rotational parameters, (0, 0, 4', p, q, r):
5a. Compute Euler angles and DCM: During [tl, t 2], the Euler angles (roll, pitch, and

yaw) are given by:

0(t) = 0 (A.200)

O(t) = 0 (A.201)

0(t) = 1+w. (t2 - tl). (A.202)

The corresponding n-frame to b-frame DCM is:

C'(t) = La(Z,(t)). (A.203)

5b. Compute angular rates: The angular rates with respect to inertial space (p, q,
and r) are computed from the angular rates with respect to the n-frame (P, Q, and R),
which coincide with the Euler angle rates (40, 9, and 4):

[ ] = [1] (A.204)

Q] =0 (A.205)

q = + nt -L (A.206)
r R-( 2B + i) sin L

where C'(t) is given by Equation A.203.

A.3.8 Constant Acceleration

A constant acceleration trajectory is needed for the propagation of the M INS dynamics
during flyout as described in Subsection A.9.9. Motion variables for such a trajectory are
defined in the following paragraphs. 5

Assumptions - The model for a constant acceleration segment is based on the follow-
ing assumptions:

" The segment begins at time t1

" After t, all accelerations are constant

" At all times, the roll angle is zero

5 Notation: Even though the constant acceleration event is necessary only to analyze M motion after
launch, "LP" is used to label variables in this subsection to maintain consistency with the development
of previous subsections.
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* At all times, the velocity vector points along the centerline of the LP (pitch rate
equals the flight-path angle rate)

* The variables listed in Table A.2 are known at t1 .

Input Parameters - A constant acceleration segment is determined by three param-
eters:

" at,, = level acceleration in the North direction

" a1, = level acceleration in the East direction

9 a, = vertical acceleration (Down direction).

Computation Algorithm - The objective of the computation algorithm is to compute
the variables listed in Table A.2 for times after ti. A five-step procedure is followed.

1. Preliminary Computations.

2. Computation of point mass t-frame trajectory (ps, Vt p, atp):

Acceleration:
al,

aLp = al,, (A.207)

a,

Velocity:
vLp(t) = ZtLp(t 1 ) + (t - ti)atLp. (A.208)

Position:
t1

ptLp(t) = pLp(tI) + (t - tI)Vtp(tl) I+ (t - tl) 2at p. (A.209)

3. Computation of specific force, (fn, fb): The acceleration experienced by the LP in
thc i-fiarne is given in Lquatioh, A.2u7. Consequently the specific force experienced by
the LP in the n-frame is given by

f =' f 
= C n

fn f] alp - 0 ] (A.210)

where Cn is given by Equation A.94. In the b-frame

fb = Cbf, (A.211)

where the formula for C' is given below in Step 5.
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4. Computation of latitude, longitude, altitude, and rates, (LLP, ALP, £LP, hLp, and
rates): These quantities are computed using the following equations:

LLP : Equation A.110

ELP : Equation A.111

ALP : Equation A.112

hLP : Equation A.113

LLP : Equation A.115

iLP : Equation A.116

ALP : Equation A.117

hLp : Equation A.118

LLP : Equation A.119

eLP : Equation A.120

ALP : Equation A.121.

5. Computation of rotational parameters, (0, 0, ,, p, q, r):
5a. Comput2 Euler angles and DCM: After t1 , the Euler angles (roll, pitch, and yaw)

a,e given by:

0(t) = 0 (A.212)

O(t) = arctan (-VPZ) (A.213)

0(t) = arctan (VLPP (A.214)

where

v, = Velocity in the level (horizontal) plane (A.215)

= (vtpL) 2 + (VLIpY) 2 . (A.216)

The corresponding n-frame to b-frame DCM is:

C,'(t) = Lp(O)L.(O,). (A.217)

5b. Compute angular rates: The angular rates with respect to inertial space (p, q,
and r) are computed from the angular rates with respect to the n-frame (P, Q, and R),

which in turn are computed from the Euler angle rates (€, 0, and tk):

0( .)" - P,2 aL~z (A.218)

(VIt,,) +(,'P,)2

Q 0 1 0(A29
R0 0 Cos 0
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[p1 P I b() (QT,±+e) cos L1
q = [ ] c(t[ -L (A.220)
r R -(fl + ) sin L

where C6(t) is given by Equation A.217.

A.4 M INS Model

The model for the M strapdown INS is given by Equation B.1 of Appendix B with the

following modifications:

" Because the M INS is a strapdown system, the direction cosine matrix (DCM) CP'
in Equation B.5 is replaced by the DCM C specifying the transformation from the

body to the navigation frame in Equations B.5 and B.8. This DCM is a function of
the trajectory followed by the M as specified in Section A.9.

" The altimeter gains K, and K 2 which appear in Figure B.1 and Equation B.11 are
set to the values given in Table B.3 for the M.

" The sensor error models, characterizing the vectors e a and 6hA, are as given in
Table A.3.

" The white noise vector wn is non-zero as described in Subsection B.8.

Table A.3: M INS SENSOR ERROR MODELS'

INSTRUMENT ERROR SOURCE MODEL MODEL PARAMETERS 7

Laser Gyro Turn-on Repeatability Bias Bias a = 1.0 deg/hr
Bias Drift Rate Markov a =0.1 deg/hr, r 1 hr

Random Drift Rate8  White Noise Q = (0.030 deg/Vhir)2
Scale Factor Bias or = 100 ppm

Misalignment Bias a = 6 sec
Accelerometer Turn-on Repeatability Bias Bias or = 1500 Mg

Bias #1 Markov a = 240 jg, r = 60 min
Bias #2 Markov a = 120 jg, T = 15 min
Scale Factor Bias o, =500 ppm

Misalignment Bias or = 20 sec
Altimeter Bias Markov a = 150 m, r = 463000/v sec

Scale Factor Bias or = 0.03

6Source: [Levinson et al., 19771 and [Maybeck, 1977]. Error characteristics comparable to Sperry SLIC-
15 INS with Hamilton Standard accelerometer model ([Maybeck, 1976] and [Maybeck, 1977]) scaled to
SLIC-15 (Q-Flex accelerometer) bias error level.

7 Notation: a is the standard deviation of bias and Markov error sources; r is the correlation time
of Markov error sources; Q is the Q-matrix (spectral level, [Gelb, 1974]) of the white noise; v is the M
velocity in m/sec.

8The white noise random drift rate is modeled as a first-order Markov with r = A/2 and a'2 = Q/A
where A is the sampling interval between propagations or updates.
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A.5 LP INS Model

The model for the LP strapdown INS is given by Equation B.1 of Appendix B with the
following modifications:

Because the M INS is a strapdown system, the direction cosine matrix (DCM) C,
in Equation B.5 is replaced by the DCM C specifying the transformation from

the bodv to the navigation frame in Equations B.5 and B.8. This DCM is a func-
tion of the trajectory followed by the LP as specified in Subsection A.3 (Equa-
tions A.3, A.30. A.42, A.72, A.125, A.137, A.168, A.190, A.203).

" The altimeter gains K, and K 2 which appear in Figure B.1 and Equation B.11 are
set to the values given in Table B.3 for the LP.

" The sensor error models, characterizing the vectors z a and bhA, are as given in
Table A.4.

" The white noise vector w, is non-zero as described in Subsection B.8.

Table A.4: LP INS SENSOR ERROR MODELS9

INSTRUMENT ERROR SOURCE - MODEL MODEL PARAMETERSl °

Laser Gyro Turn-on Repeatability Bias Bias a = 0.004 deg/hr

Random Drift Rate1' White Noise Q = (0.004 deg/v/i:)2
Scale Factor Bias 10 ppm
Misalignment Bias a = 6 sec

Accelerometer Turn-on Repeatability Bias Bias 0 = 100 Pg
Bias #1 Markov r = 16 jig, r 60 min
Bias #2 Markov a= 8 jg, r =15 rain
Scale Factor Bias , =200 ppm
Misalignment Bias or = 4 sec

Altimeter Bias Markov a = 150 m, r = 463000/v sec
__________ Scale Factor Bias a = 0.03

A.6 SP INS Model
The model for the SP strapdown INS is given by Equation B.1 of Appendix B with the
following modifications:

9 Source: [Levinson, 1978] and [Maybeck, 1977]. Error characteristics comparable to Honeywell LINS-
0 INS with Hamilton Standard accelerometer model ([Maybeck, 1976] and [Maybeck, 1977]) scaled to
LINS-0 bias error level.

'0 Notation: a is the standard deviation of bias and Markov error sources; 7 is the correlation time of
Markov error sources; Q is the Q-matrix of the white noise; v is the LP velocity in m/sec.

"The white noise random drift rate is modeled as a first-order Markov with 7 = A/2 and a2 = Q/A
where A is the sampling interval between propagations or updates.
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" Because the SP INS is a level-platform system., the direction cosine matrix (DCM)
C' in Equation B.5 is replaced by the identity matrix in Equations B.5 and B.8.

" The altimeter gains K1 and K 2 which appear in Figure B.1 and Equation B.11 are
set to the values given in Table B.3 for the SP.

" The sensor error models, characterizing the vectors , , and bhA, are as given in
Table A.5

" The white noise vector w is zero as described in Subsection B.8.

Table A.5: SP INS SENSOR ERROR MODELS 12

INSTRUMENT ERROR SOURCE MODEL] MODEL PARAMETERS' a

SDOF Gyro G-Insensitive Bias Bias oa = 0.005 deg/hr
G-, G2 -Sensitive Bias - Neglected 4

Bias #1 Markov a = 0.002 deg/hr, 7= 60 min
Bias #2 Markov a = 0.001 deg/hr, 7 = 15 min
Scale Factor Markov a = 0.0025 deg/hr r = 60 min
Misalignment Bias o = 0.2 sec

Accelerometer Turn-on Repeatability Bias Bias a = 10 pg
Bias #1 Markov a = 3 Mg, r= 60 min
Bias #2 Markov a = 2 jg, 7 = 15 min
Scale Factor Neglected 14

Misalignment Bias a = 2 sec
Altimeter Bias Markov or = 6 m, r = 30 sec

Table A.6

Table A.6: GRAVITY ERROR MODEL FOR SP INS 15

ERROR SOURCE SYMBOL MODEL MODEL PARAMETERS 16

Meridian Deflection (about East) Markov a, = 26.0 x 10- ' rad, r = 1.852 x 104/v sec
Prime Deflection (about North) 77 Markov a, = 17.0 x 10- 3 rad, 7 = 1.852 x 104/v sec
Gravity Anomaly AG Markov c = 343.0 x 10-6 m/sec&, r = 1.111 x 105 /v sec

"2 Source: Error characteristics comparable to high-accuracy (conventional gyro) model in [Mueller et
al., 1977] with: gyro Markov biases and misalignments from Hamilton Standard model ([Maybeck, 1976]
and [Maybeck, 1977]) scaled to the gyro bias error level; and Hamilton Standard accelerometer model
scaled to the accelerometer bias error level.

"3 Notation: a is the standard deviation of bias and Markov error sources; r is the correlation time of
Markov error sources.

14SP acceleration is neglected.
"5Source: [Maybeck, 1977].
6 Notation: a is the standard deviation and r is the correlation time of Markov error sources; v is the

magnitude of SP velocity.
"7 Source: [Perlmutter et al., 1977].
1 8Uncorrelated measurement sequence.
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Table A.7: GPS ERROR MOI)EL PARAMETERS' 7

PARAMETER I PARAMETER VALUE

Position Measurement Std. Dev.18 15 mn

Position Velocity Std. Dev." 0.1 m/spc
Update Interval 10 sec

A.7 M, LP, and SP Ground Align Model

The simulation of ground alignment has three steps:

1. Covariance initialization

2. State augmentation

:3. Riccatti equation propagation.

These three steps are described in the following three paragraphs.
Cot'ariance Initialization. The INS covariance (Pl INS, PNM INS, or P,.I,.S, depending

on the INS tinder consideiation) is initialized to a diagonal ,natrix n,,icative of the errors
in the approximate initialization entered by ground personnel. Table A.8 gives the RMS
levels of the first nine diagonal entries in the initial covariance matrix for all thre' .ehicles
(M, LP, and SP). The RMS levels of the other diagonal entries kgyro, accelerometer, and
altimeter error sources) are set to the RMS levels listed in Tables A.3. A.4. and A.5.

Table A.8: RMS LEVELS OF INITIAL INS STATES"

SYMBOL 20  DEFINITION RMS LEVEL]

bO.N Attitude Error Abo,,t N Axis 60 mm.n

00.E Attitude Error About, E Axis 60 mnn

60-D Attitude Error About D Axis 300 min

6L. Latitude Rate Error 0,016 sec /sec

bf. Longitude Rate Error 0.022 sec /sec

6hi. Altitude Rate Error 0.5 m/sec

6L. Latitude Error 5 rr

Longitude Error 5 mm
6h. Atitude Error 170 m

State Au ugmentation. Ground align is modeled by simulating seven noisy measurements
of the INS state: a magnetic heading as measured with a flux valve, three positions (the

"9 Source: [San Giovanni, 19771. Assumed ground alignment location (near Norfolk Va.): Latitude
North = 37 deg; longitude West = 76 deg; altitude = 3 in.

2 Notation: "" indicates M, L (for LP), or S (for SP).
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approximately known position of the aircraft at home-base), and three velocities (indica-
tive of wind buffeting of a stationary aircraft). The error models for these measurements
are given in Table .. 9.

Table A.9: GROUND ALIGN MEASUREMENT ACCURACIES 21

MEASUREMENT I MEASUREMENT MODEL I MODEL PARAMETER 22

[leading Bias + White Noise Obis = 2 deg

O'white .oise = 15 min
North Position White Noise a = 3 m
East Position U II

Down Position it
North Velocity White Noise a = 0.005 m/sec
East Velocity U II

Down Velocity I, Ii

The magnetic heading error model includes two components: a bias due to uncompen-
sated error in magnetic variation; and a white noise component due to flux valve error.
To simalate the bias component, the covariance matrix of the INS needs to be augmented
with an additional bias state having the RMS accuracy shown in Table A.9. This state is
removed after completion of the ground align simulation.

Riccatti Equation Propagation. The Riccatti equation is propagated for a 10 min
interval with measurements every 30 sec using the following state-space matrices:

" F and Q matrices from the INS error models for the M, LP, and SP described in
Subsections A.4, A.5, and A.6, cach with an additional zero-row and zero-column to
model the bias magnetic heading error described in the previous paragraph. These
matrices specify the state-space equations

" Initial covariance matrix as described in tLhe Comariance Initialization paragraph

* Measurement equation of the form

iga =L g ai±+ (A.221)

where the entries in the vector zga correspond to the seven measurements listed in
Table A.9

* H-Matrix given by
Hgr .LL.-ai Ha !ga 3 ](A2), gg2I L

2 1Sonrce: [San (;iovanni. 1977]
12 Notation: aT is the standard deviation of the bias or discrete-time white noise
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where:

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

HI 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 (A.223)
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 00000000100

000000001

Hga2 Q7x (dim{£}+dim{o}+ 1) (A.224)
1

0
0

Hsa 0 (A.225)
0
0
0

The blocks within H.ga are as follows. The first row of Hg and the first row of H3
model the heading measurement as a linear combination of the heading error state
(e.g., bOMD) and the heading instrument bias (to which white noise is added via
the first entry in Lga). The other non-zero entries in Hg.l model the measurement
of position and velocity. The _Lga2 is zero because the gyro. accelerometer, and
altimeter error states are not directly measured.

The l1-Matrix is specified by the white noise entries listed in Table A.9.

A.8 M Transfer Align Model

Ih, transfer-align model is composed of two parts:

* .\ state-space model (dynamics and measurement equations) which specifies the
transfer-align Kalman filter

" An L1 maneuver model (deterministic) which specifies the trajectory followed by
the LP during transfer-alignment.

These two models are described in Subsections A.8.1 and A.8.2.

A.8.1 State-Space Transfer-Align Model

Background - The objective of the development that follows is to obtain a state-space
model for the transfer-alignment measurements, ZTA:

XTA ETA XTA + _ETA

ZTA -lTA A-TA + LTA" (A.226)
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The variables in these equations can be divided into four groups as follows. State equation
variables:

"XTA -[ LP (A.227)

ILP - LP INS error state vector specified in Fable 3.4

tM = M INS error state vector specified in Table 3.8

ETA F-matrix

[ELF Q (A.228)

!LTA - White-noise vector

[ IWLP. (A.229)

where ELp and F Mf are the F-matrices of the LP and NI INS appearing in Equation B.1,
and wLp and wM are the corresponding white-noise vectors. Measurements:

ZTA = [Z T A'] (A.230)NTA ZTA, v,

ZTA,p = Position difference measurement

PM- P1P, (A.231)

ZTA. = Velocity difference measurement

M- LPIM (A.232)

= Position read-out of NI INS in the n-frame

L P}M = Position of NI based on read-out of LP INS in the n-frame

.l, = Velocity read-out of M INS in the n-frame

i'npj,, =Velocity of M based on read-out of LP INS in the n-frame.

/I-matrix:

[LTA [ HTAp3 (A.233)

_tlap = 3 x [dim{1Lt} + dim{cM}] matrix specifying the position measurement
HTA,,, = 3 X [dim{r~p} + dim {,%,}] matrix specifying the velocity measurement.

Measurement noise:

LTA = [ / ]TAp3 (A.234)

VTA,p : X 1 position measurement noise vector

VTA,, = 3 x 1 velocity measurement noise vector.

The position and ,(locity measurement noise is specified by the covariance matrix

RTA = E{TAIVA}. (A.235)
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The equations listed above specify a IKalman filter which estimates the state of the M
INS based on measurements generated by subtracting (appropriately) the difference in the
position and velocity read-outs of the M and LP INSs.2" The accuracy of the estimates
provided by the Kalman filter is specified by the error covariance matrix of the state XTA,

ETA = E{(STA - -TA)(XTA - -TA)} (A.236)

(XTA is the Kalman estimate). This matrix is obtained by propagating the associated
Riccatti equation ([Gelb, 1974]). From ETA, the error covariance matrix for the M at the
end of the transfer alignment is obtained by a CPCT transformation:

EM (tEND TA) = CTA CT (A.237)

where
C -dJnlm{Lp} Lim{x 4 } ]. (A.238)

The computation of the covariance defined in Equation A.237 is the objective of the
transfer-align simulation.

Input Parameters - The following parameters are set before the computation algo-
rithm is begun:

" The time at which transfer-alignment begins, tBEGIN TA- (Note: the time at which
transfer-alignment ends, t END TA is the time at which the maneuver described in
Subsection A.8.2 ends and consequently is not an input parameter.)

" The vector from the LP INS to the NI INS, called lever-arm, when the LP is sta-
tionary (i.e., when the wings are not "flapping" or the body of the LP is not being
deformed in any' way) expressed in the bLp-frame:[:2m]

PLA = ±4 m (A.239)
0.5 m

The sign selection in ±4 depends on whether the M is under the rigih:, wing (+) or
the left wing (-).

* The covariance of the uncertainty, 6pLA , in pLA produced by aircraft deformation

during flight: (0. 0M)2 0 0

ELA,p [ (0.2 m)2 0  (A.240)
0 0 (0.6 m )2

The covariance values indicate that the greatest uncertainty is in the "vertical"
motion of the wings.

23The state of the LP INS is also estimated but is not expected to be significantly affected because of
the better accuracy of the LP INS relative to the NI INS.
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The covariance of the uncertainty, {, A, of the velocity of M relative to the origin
of the bLP-frame in bLp-frame coordinates. This velocity is produced by aircraft
deformations while in-flight and is taken to be

p ELA,v (A.241)
LAp - 0.5 sec

to reflect the time taken by a one-sigma position excursion.

Assumptions - The following simplifying assumptions provide an approximate model
for the deformation motion of the aircraft:

" The vectors 6PLA and & 4 A are white noise processes and component-wise uncorre-
lated when sampled at 5 sec intervals

" The vectors 6pLA and 6VLA are uncorrelated when sampled at 5 sec intervals. (Basis:
for any value of a component of 6pLA, the sign of the corresponding 6vLA is equally
likely to be + or -. )

Computation Algorithm - The objective of the computation algorithm is to compute

__M(tEND TA). A seven-step procedure is followed based on the approximate analysis
suggested in [Farrell, 1976] (also [Perlmutter et al., 1977]). A more exact (and more
complicated) development is given in [Baziw and Leondes, 1972a] and [Baziw and Leondes,
1972b]).

1. Increment time: t = t + 5 sec while tBEGIN TA t < tEND TA

2. Compute the state-space model tariables, FTA and the covariance of !TA: The
matrix FTA is computed using Equation A.228 where FLp and FM are the F-matrices
of the LP and M INS appearing in Equation B.1. The Q-matrix of _WTA is similarly
computed from the Q-matrices of wLp and WM. Both of these quantities depend on the
trajectory being followed by the LP at time t.

3. Compute the position-difference measurement matrix, HTA.p: To form the difference-
position measurement, the position read-out of the LP INS is subtracted from that of the
M INS. This subtraction is accomplished by the matrix HTA,p which multiplies the com-
posite state vector XT ,:

HITAp [ --(HTAp,LP1 + IfTAp,LP2) I ITA,p,M ] (A.242)

If the LP and M INSs were colocated, the subtraction is accomplished by multiplying
the state vectors of the M and LP by the matrices HLTA,p,M and HTA,P,LI respectively,
and subtracting. These matrices, which convert latitude/longitude to NED position by
taking into account the spherical shape of the Earth, are shown in Figures A.1 and A.2
(the matrices are almost identical). Because the INSs are not colocated, the effect of the
lever-arm needs to be taken into account by the product IITA,p,LP2XLP with the matrix

fLTA.pLP2 as defined in Figure A.3. The dummy variables dI, d2, and d3 used in Figure A.3
are defined by

d2 b (A.243)

d3
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Re 0 L

03,x3 0 3 ,, 3 -Re1sin L Re COS L (cos L 03x(dimf2xLP}-9)

0 0 -

Figure A.1: Matrix HTA~pLPI

Re 0 L

3 X3Q~3 -ReesjnL RecosL ecosL -3x(dim{XM}-9)

0 0 -

Figure A.2: Matrix HTA,p,M

0 d3  -d2

-d3  0 d, 03x~imfj:Lp}-3)

-d2  -d, 0

Figure A.3: Mlatrix HTA,p,LP2
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where PLA is the lever-armn vector (Equation A.239) and b is the LP b-frame.
4. (ompute the velocity-difference measurement matrix, ETA,, The velocity mea-

surement matrix, iTAu,, is the sum of three terms:

HTAv = tLTA,,i + HTAv2 + HETA.v3. (A.244)

These three terms are as follows.
The first term, TAvl, forms the difference between the velocity read-out of the M

and LP INSs. If the M and the LP INSs were colocated, this term would be the only
one required in Equation A.244. To form this difference, the longitude-, latitude-, and
altitude-rate entries in the M and LP INS states have to be multiplied by factors containing
the radius of the Earth and then subtracted. These operations are implemented by

HLTA,vl = [ LTA,,,,LP I LTA,iAA ] (A.245)

where the left/right partitions (which multiply the LP/M states) are given in Figures A.4
and A.5. In the figures, r'v, VE, and L are the North-velocity, East-Velocity, and latitude
of the LP as given, for example, by Equations A.92 to A.94 for the Right-Turn/Left-Turn
LP motion event (Subsection A.3.4) and similarly for other events.

-R 0 0 0 0 'INRe

0 3 ) 3  0 -R+cosL 0 vEtanL 0 - , 3X (dim{XLPJ-9)

0 0 1 0 0 0

Figure A.4: Matrix l'TA.vi.LP

0 0 0 0

Q3.3 0 R+ cos L 0 -vE tanL 0 ' Q3.(, f _9)

0 0 - 0 0 0

Figure A.5: Matrix ITA,vIM

The second term, lTA,,,2, takes into account the error in estimating the angular veloc-
ity of the lever-arm based on the attitude read-out of the LP INS. (The angular velocity of
the lever-arm contributes to the velocity of the point where the M INS is located.) This er-
ror is computed by "multiplying" (appropriately) the attitude error rates of the LP (6 0LN,
60LE, and 601,D, Table 3.8) by the entries in the lever arm vectcr, PLA (Equation A.239):

iLTA.v22 DEn PE, DE. F_, E h Q3xdim{rM} ] (A.246)
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where the F-matrix blocks are used to form the attitude error rates as in Equation B.1.
The dummy matrix D sclects the attitude error rates from n (Equation B.1) and multiplies
by the lever-arm vector:

bC CL 9  (A.247)

C' and C6 • As in Section A.3 (A.248)

L 3 X 9  - [--3x3 3x3 Q3X3  (A.249)

0 P3 -P2

P = P3 0 Pi (A.250)

P2 -PI 0

P2 L A .  (A.251)

P3

The third term, HTA,v3, takes into account thc effect of attitude errors of the LP in
determining the orientation of the angular velocity vector of the LP. This matrix acts on
the attitude errors of the LP according to

0 d3  -d 2

HTAV3 -d 3  0 di 03X(dim{XLLP-3) Q3xdim{xE,} (A.252)

d2  -di 0

where the dummy variables dj, d2 , and d3 are defined by

d2 ,--,,, ,,,b (A.253)= b VVA(A 253

d3 I

In this equation, Wb is the matrix of angular rates with respect to the n-frame,

Wb [ R 0 -P (A.254)
-Q P 0

where P, Q, and R are as defined in Section A.3.
5. Compute the position and velocity measurement noise covariance, RTA The mea-

surement noise originates from the uncertainties in measuring the position and velocity
of the lever-arm, 6bPA and bvLA. These uncertainties, with covariance given by Equa-
tions A.240 and A.241, affects the position and velocity difference measurements according
to

YTA T A ] (A.255)

- [64A (A.256)
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where the matrix D,

/9= CnIfwb C' (A.257)
6 b b C J

accounts for two effects: (1) the transformation from the b-frame to the n-frame; and (2)
the effect of the position uncertainty on velocity error because of the angular rate of the
LP, " V, b

Equations A.256 and A.257 indicate that the covariance matrix of the position and
velocity difference measurement noise is given by (Equation A.235)

RTA == L A3x3 .LA3 Q T  (A.258)

where the diagonal entries are given in Equations A.240 and A.241.
6. Propagate the JRiccatti equation: A continuous-discrete propagate/update is per-

formed as described in [Gelb, 1974].
7. End iteration: If done (t = tENDTA), compute PAI(tEND TA) from Equation A.237;

else goto Step 1.

A.8.2 Transfer-Align LP Trajectory Model

Background - The transfer-align maneuver has three segments ([Perlmutter et al., 1977].
[Schmidt, 1978]):

1. An initial constant-velocity segment for the calibration of level attitude and level
gyro bias

2. An S-maneuver which produces lateral acceleration and azimuth changes for the
calibration of azimuth and accelerometer bias

3. A final constant-velocity segment for the calibration of level attitude errors which
may be excited by the S-maneuver.

These segments are specified in the following paragraphs in terms of the LP "motion
events" described in Section A.3.

Initial Constant-Velocity Segment - The LP executes a "Level Flight at Constant
Velocity" trajectory (Subsection A.3.3) for 90 sec.

S-Maneuver Segment - The LP executes a sequence of four "Right-Turn / Left-Turn"
trajectories (Subsection A.3.4) as follows ( /'BEGIN TA is the initial LP heading):

" Right-turn at 0.65 g to a heading V'BEGIN TA + 30 deg

" Left-turn at 0.65 g to a heading 'BEGIN TA - 30 deg

" Right-turn at 0.65 g to a heading 'BEGIN TA + 30 deg

" Left-turn at 0.65 g to a heading Y'BEGIN TA •

Final Constant-Velocity Segment - The LP executes a "Level Flight at Constant
Velocity" trajectory (Subsection A.3.3) for 30 sec.

During all three of these segments, the calculations described in Subsection A.8.1 are
executed.
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A.9 M Mid-Course Guidance Model

A.9.1 Introduction

The guidance model has two objectives:

* To compute the mean and covariance of the NI position and velocity at handover

" To compute the mean and covariance of the T position and velocity at handover.

These quantities determine the outcome of the endgame.
The algorithms to compute these quantities are developed in the following subsections

as follows:

" Subsection A.9.2 lists the inputs to the guidance algorithm

" Subsection A.9.3 lists the outputs of the guidance algorithm

" Subsection A.9.4 provides an overview of the algorithm used to compute the outputs
from the inputs

* Subsections A.9.5 to A.9.i1 describe the details of the algorithm.

A.9.2 Guidance Inputs

The inputs to the guidance algorithm and their source are as follows.
M true position and velocity at launch (pM(tLAUNCH), VM(tLAUNCH)): These quantities

are computed from the true LP position and velocity according to:

P'M(tLAUNCH) = PLP(tLAUNCH)+ CbPA (A.259)
t (tLAUNCH) =Vp(tLAUNCH) (A.260)

b
where PLA is the lever arm vector (Equation A.239). The LP position and velocity (PLP
and t'LP) and the transformation Cn are specified by the LP trajectory events prior to
launch as described in Section A.3. The addition of n-frame and t-frame quantities in
Equation A.259 is justified because the origin of the t-frame is assumed to be near the
launch point.

M INS error covariance matrix at launch (f___(tLAUNCH)): This matrix, defined by

PM(tLAUNCH) = E{fM(tLAUNCH)!X_(tLAUNCH) T } (A.261)

xM = M INS state vector (Table 3.4),

is available from the propagation of the M INS covariance from the end of the transfer
alignment procedure (Section A.8) to the time of launch.

T mean position and velocity at launch (PT'tLAUNCH), VT'(tLAUNCH)): The mean T
position and velocity is the deterministic component of T motion as described in Subsec-
tion A.1.2. This component is specified by the input parameters listed in Table A.1.
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Tposition and velocity estimation error covariance from SP tracking filter at to (PTR,p(to)):
This matrix, defined by Equation A.366, is computed according to Equation A.375. (The
time to is defined on page 66.)

Miscellaneous inputs: The following parameters are inputs to the simulation:

RM = Range of M (indicative of M fuel/aerodynamic characteristics)

= 50 km (A.262)

RSEEKER ACQ = Seeker acquisition range21

= 8km (A.263)

VM = M cruising speed

= 5 M (A.264)

aLAUNCH = M acceleration at launch
= 15 g (A.265)

almax = M maximum available level (North/East) acceleration

= 10 g (A.266)

azmax = M maximum available vertical acceleration

= 10 g (A.267)

mmax = Measure of available M maneuverability

= 600 g. sec. (A.268)

The last parameter in the above list, maneuverability, is a measure of the capability
of the M to execute corrective maneuvers according to the formula

m = lau1ri + lairz, (A.269)

where

q: = Constant qcc-leration applied in the level direction

a, = Constant acceleration applied in the vertical direction

71 = Time interval during which al is applied

7, = Time interval during which a, is applied.

Maneuvers during flyout are required to obey the feasibility constraint Al < m x. Large
accelerations sustained for a long time interval would tend to exceed the maximum ma-
neuver capability m max.

A.9.3 Guidance Outputs

The outputs produced by the guidance model are as follows.
Zero-error handover time (tHO): This quantity is the time at which handover occurs

in the absence of errors. 2 5

2 5 1n the presence of errors, the handover time is a random variable as described below.
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.ela ns:

pT(tUO) = Mean T position at tHO

'r(tHo) = Mean T velocity at [HO

p! t(t1UO) = Mean NI position at tlo

.1(t(HO) = Mean MI velocity at tHO.

Cotcarianccs: Output covariances are identified by the subscript "'L" to indicate a

measure of the variability of the physical location (actually, position and velocity) of the

I or T. These covariances are different from estimation covariances which measure the
variability of numbers stored in a computer.

Two output location covariances are computed:

PL,T,p.(61O) = T position and velocity covariance at tHO

PLpI(tHo) = NI position and velocity covariance at tHO.

The first of these matrices. PL,Tp,(tiO), is obtained from a CPCT transformation of the
covariance of the T random motion (Singer) model (described in Subsection A.1.2). The
second matrix, PL,M,p,(QHO), is the sum of two terms: one term is caused by guidance
uncertainty (as described below): the other term represents uncertainty in M motion
(Singer model described in Section A.2).

A.9.4 Guidance Algorithm Overview

The procedure for computing the output quantities from the input quantities is divided
into seven steps as follows:

1. Propagation from tLAUNCH to to: The input quantities in Equations A.259. A.260.
and A.261 are propagated from the time of launch to the time to at which the NI
achieves its cruise speed. All guidance computations are assumed to begin at to.
This step is described in Subsection A.9.5.

2. Computation of mean trajectories: The trajectories of the NI and T from launch to
handover are computed in the absence of any random effects (which in actuality are
produced by instrument errors and trajectory fluctuations). This step is described
in Subsection A.9.6.

3. Feasibility test: The mean trajectories are tested to determine if an intercept can
occur in the absence of errors and other random fluctuations. If an intercept is
feasible in this ideal case. then the linearized error analysis described in Steps 2 to
6 is executed. Otherwise. ,ne of the following actions is executed:

9 The simulation terminates, indicating that a change in the input parameters
is necessary to insure a geometry that makes intercepts possible
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* One of the guidance model input parameters listed in Subsection A.9.2 is mod-
ified and Steps I and 2 are executed again.26

This step is described in Subsection A.9.7.

4. Initialization of the flyout guidance state rector covariance: The flyout guidance
state vector, .r, contains all the relevant random quantities from which the M
output covariance is computed. The covariance of this vector is initialized at a
time to (defined below) based on the navigation and tracking errors. This step is
described in Section A.9.8.

5. Propagation of flyout guidance covariance: The covariance of 1 is propagated from
to to the mean handover time [HO. This step is described in Subsection A.9.9.

6. Computation of A! Location Covariance: The matrix PL.T,p,(IHO) is computed froni
the covariance of xG and the M Singer motion model. This step is described in
Subsection A.9.10.

7. Computation of T Location Covariance: The matrix of PL.,%,p,(tHo) is computed
from the T Singer motion model. This step is described in Subsection A.9.11.

The NI trajectory is computed based on the following assumptions:

* A constant three-dimensional acceleration is applied to M starting at time to (a
deterministic quantity) and ending at the handover time t1o (a random variable.
defined below)

* The acceleration levels are computed so that an intercept occurs at time tHO + t,
where t, (a deterministic quantity) is an estimate of the duration of the endgame

" The applied acceleration has two components: level and vertical. Both components
are assumed to be orthogonal to the estimated velocity of the NI at to.

The "guidance law" defined by these assumptions produces an intercept in the absence of
errors and T maneuvers without any further Mi maneuvering during the endgame. In the
presence of errors, the endgarne maneuvering counteracts the flyout (launch to handover)
guidance errors.

A.9.5 Propagate from tLAUNCtt to to

The first step in the guidance algorithm propagates the input variables listed in Subsec-
tion A.9.2 from the time of launch (tLAtNCH) to the time (to) when the NI achieves its
cruising speed (1'%f). Time to is assumed to be the starting point for all guidance com-
putations: lateral and vertical accelerations to achieve an intercept are applied only after
the M has achieved its cruising speed. Input quantities are propagated to to as follows.

2 For example, suppose the mean trajectory is unfeasible because of insufficient maneuvering time
(luring flyout. By reducing the acquisition range RSEEKER ACQ additional flyout time is provided at the
expense of less time during endgame.
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.1 true po6tion and vtlocitil at launch (pW(tLAtNCI), '. (tLAUNCH)): Thes, variables,
computed according to Equations A.259 and A.260, are propagated to to via a -Change
of Speed" trajectory event as described in Subsection A .3 6. The input parameters to this
event are the final velocity and the magnitude of t'he level acceleration. Values for these
parameters are given in Equations A.26- and A.265.

.11 INS .state vector covariance PI(tLAUNC1I): The covarian,, f the %I INS state vector
(Equation A.261) aje propagated from tLAUNCH) to t o according to the NI INS dynamics
(Section A.4).

T mean position and velocity at launch (PT'(tLAUNCH), vT(tLAUXCH)): The mean T
position and velocity is the deterministic component of T motion as described in Subsec-
tion A.1.2. This comprnent is specified by the input parameters listed in Table A.1.

Tracking position and velocity (rror covariance (f fR p(to)): This 1iaLilx is already
availabie at to, making propagation unnecessary.

A.9.6 Compute Mean Trajectories

The second step in the guidance algorit hm computes the mean trajectories followed by the
%I and the T. The mean NI trajectory is the trajectory followed by the NI in th,- absence
of any errors. The mean (predicted) T trajector,' is the trajectory followed by the T in
the absence of maneuvers after to. To compute these trajectories, eight steps are followed.

I. Computc the closing velocity (1 ): The closing velocity at to is the magnitude of
the difference between the velocities of the T and the NI:

= Iv(to) - v,(to)II. (A.270)

2. Compute the duration of the cndganie (t): The duration of the endgame is defined
to be Ax RS EKER A.CQ

t =C(A.271)

This definition implies that the endgame begins as soon as the seeker is able to acquire
the target.

.3. Coinpite the mean acceleration interval ( ,)" The mean acceleration is intervL. is
computed to achieve an intercept in the absence of errors:

(Axo - r Ayo) + tj(Avo - r AVg)
if r ifAv, c'A0 A.272)

S+ tIf V. -: 0. (A.273)

where

r - c(~o A.274)

t? IfxO

Axo - r 11o - ,rTO (A.275)

AYO YA,0 - YTO (A.276)

Azo --.% ZTo (A.277)
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p, 1(Ii) IX fn !i.lo %i F (A.28 1)

/)j( Pn) I.' /1 Ij n l Fn ( A.2' 2)

;diI)5 ll4 (of clrr'as:

53. "rfl'I/ulrf Mto tlil it tvl I v(Irru-lo, t, T[hi'eI (Nt'm-t hI/IFist.) HIc'vrt111IM,.~

I'C'Siults i'iovlivvs ;11alh-pep'f t III the' alb'elit ()f v'iiois Is giv4'll byv

~ j Al In(A,.28~6)

+ If VAIF, 0n A.2j

(If ~ (I. 4-T, AIf~ if 'Al,n o ( (A.289)

( *npuftc)ii I/it mew r(' I-t'rIicril accolratloI()n (v.:'I 'lla vertical aclc4rat oIm that, Avill

..zn f- ( I,. I r,, -)-A~ A20

7. ( 'pth I/tv Ii ll tbl nion riil r ui 1 of 111.-

B~efore hlm(Iover: Iv I, O I ~~

p~,I) -vI~I~t)4 (f)( tof~) to) (A.29 I

l',i) lt~(n -4 to.( ) (A.292)

4,Vlj4'r4' I li.%,. Iv'mtv (I'' Is Owy comintit ;1.( clv'at (il1

1l11cI1ip1144(1 Isa IMa. vst IIheMciphr IIiI the
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After handover: For tllo : t < 1,, where j is the mean Intercept timne. 1~=to+ t,:

p5~ff(t) =p11%f(61j) + i' ,(t,,o)(t - t 1) (A.294)

8. Compute the mnean predicted position of T: The position of T if the M does not
maneuver after time t o is given by:

IPT,Predicted(t) =p-t(tO) + t7~(tO)(t - to), (A.295)

for to < t < tJ.

A.9.7 Test Feasibility of Intercept

The third step inI the guidance algorithmn is to test the feasibility of an Intercept in the
absence of any errors. Akn Intercept is considlered f(easiblk if the mean trajectories are such
that the following conditions hold:

1. The length of the acceleration interval is realizable:

f" > 0. (A.296)

2. The maximum accelerations are not exceeded:

al: 'ZXmax* (A.298)

:3. The maximum mnaneuiverabilitv is not exceeded:

(11a,1 + zIa, fhX.(A.299)

-4. Anr Intercept Is achieved in the mnean:

P t ,( /I /) P.predicted( t -r) ( A-300)

'Note: t his equa tion needs to hold( onlY wit hin numerical ron nd-off error, e.g., to
within four significant (digits.)

If an intercept is uinfeasible in the mean, then the dleterminlist ic LP a-nd T trajectories
are not. likely to result in a significant probability of intercep~t., I- or these cases, an
analysis of the flyout guidance error iacks p~ractical significance. Consequently, if the
intercept is uinfeasible. the simulation should take one of the two following courses of
act Ion1:

" Exit (after printing a sulitable Inessage)

" Change (one of the g i~l ance mnodel in pu1t paranet~ers. re-coi pute the iian t rajec-
tories. and~ re-trv thne feasibilitv test.

"E1ven it the in1tercept is feasible. however, soryie 4f the sample path snmay rosult in unfesilble intercepts

because the tails of tlw (Gaussian dlistributilonl 1xtf'I1' to iniity.i
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A.9.8 Compute Initial Mid-Course Guidance Covariance, PG(tO)

Backvround --- The fourth step in the guidance algorithn begins the evaluation of the
random perturbations on the mean %I and T locations at handover. These perturbations
are caused by random errors; consequently, variables that include random components
need to be defined as follows:

f[t ,(t) = p(t) + IpM(t) (A.301)

- Position read-out of the M INS

= LA(t) + 6?Iv(t) (A.302)

Velocity read-out of the M INS
'r(to) = pt,(to) + 6ptr(to) (A.303)

= Estimate of T position obtained from the SP tracking filter
(to) u (to) + 6, (to) (A.304)

Estimate of T velocity obtained from the SP tracking filter

, - rc + 6rl,, (A.305)

Computed duration of applied acceleration

al, = al, + 6j, (A.306)

= Computed level (North/East) acceleration (2-dimensional vector)

= ., + 6az.c (A.307)

= Computed vertical (down) acceleration.

The notation used in these equations is as follows:

" Quantities which include errors are identified by a "hat" (e.g., 1 t1 f28

" Errors are identified by the prefix 'W1

" Mean error-free quantities are i(lentified by an over-bar or by the absence of a "hat"
or ,

* The subscript -c" identifies computed quantities:

- The computedt accelerations (it,, and a-j (liffer from the resulting acceleration
by the misalignment of the NI INS. Other differences between computed and
resulting accelerations (such as autopilot inaccuracies and delays) are neglected

- The computed duration of the acceleration interval (liffers from the re-
suiting duration because of clock and autopilot inaccuracies. These differences
are neglected.

2 8This notation, often found in the navigation literature (e.g., [Britting, 1971]), differs from the notation

used in the stiniation literature (..g., [Gelb, 197.1] where "hats" identify 'stimates.
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The errors quantities defined in Equations A.301 to A.307 are included in the flyout
guidance state vector, jc;, which has entries as defined in Table 3.5 of Section 3.7. In the
following paragraphs equations are given for the "Initial" covariance of I :

PG( to) = E { ,a( to)xLG( to)T }. (A.308)

To obtain this covariance, the vector LG is partitioned into five vectors corresponding to
the partitions shown in Table 3.5 using the following notation:

6v[tp , (A.309)
x.,a~ ~'p, I 6l I

XTR T ~ (A.310)

__j = a . (A.31 1)

ba c

With this notation, an expression is obtained for xa at to:

:KM.pv(tO)
-La(to) TRpv (to) (A.312)

ig (to)

1-im{fxM )xdim{zXf} Odim{rj 1})X6

-AM,pv 0-6x6

06xcinijj',f L6 6 !L X_ (to)(A 3 )
1 :KTRpv(to) ] (A.313)

0*×xdim{ag } 0Q6 X6

9 [.rAf(to) 3 (A.314)I Cg TR.pv(to)

These equations contains four transformation matrices:

" Cf,,Pv transforms the M INS error vector ( into the errors in M INS indicated
position and velocity

* C,, transforms the errors in M INS indicated position and velocity into the contri-
l)ution of these errors to the guidance errors (j )

SC.q2 transforms the tracking errors ( Irpt') into the contribution of these errors to
the guidance errors (,L)
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in Equation A.314 is defined to be equal to the partitioned matrix in Equa-
tion A.313 (as evident from Equations A.313 and A.314).

Equations A.313 and A.314 show that the initial covariance of the guidance state
vector .Xr is given by

j--r(/°) = C-[-9~f 1 1 QI)__ t06 ]-T (A.315)

where PM (to) is the covariance of the M INS state vector and PTR.v(to) is the covariance

of the tracking filter position and velocity errors given by Equation A.375. A procedure
for computing P__(t0 ) is given below.

Procedure for computing Pc(t0 ) - The top-level procedure for computing PG(to) has
five steps as follows:

1. Compute Ctp,

2. Compute C.1

:3. Compute C.2

-1. Compute C.

5. Compute PG(to)

Details of these steps are given in the following paragraphs.
Computation of CM,P, - The 6 x dim{__} matrix CAI,pv is given in Figure A.6.

0 0 0 0 0 0 Re 0 L

0 0 0 0 0 0 -Rj[sinL I?4,cosL [cosL 0X(dm{xA,}9)

0000 0 0 0 0 -I

00 0 R 0 0 0 0 Rq;

0 0 0 0 l cos L 0 -VE tan L 0 _R 0x(dim{-r f) - 9 )

0 000 0 -1 0 0 0

Figure A.6: Matrix Cjp,

Computation of ( -- The 4 x 6 matrix 91 can be partitioned into four I x 6 row
matrices,

Q 12 (A.316)

314
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where:

£11 - (A.317)0 ZM,pv

06Xaf,xP
C12 - 96a_,pv  (A.318)

0
)-.Af,pv

C13 - alMP (A.319)

C1 4 - (A.320)
-- Oz__M,pv

and North ast

[a Nort = bal". (A.321)

Expressions for the row matrices li, i = 1,...,4, are given in Figures A.7 to A.10.
Expressions for the partials appearing in these figures are given in Tables A.11 to A.15.
The notation used in all these figures and tables is summarized in Table A.10.

ahax 8
a*o.c O * c 1 9, a a , I

Mo Oy 3 MO '9ZMo OVMxO 9VMyO VfO 

Figure A.7: Row Matrix CI

a--o a- 1o aM o m.o (a,1 avMo - VM) a --VMSo

Figure A.S: Row Matrix C12

a23
x a2 o!L- a 2 I-- 1 a-- + a u2 -'--- a 2 3

Figure A.9: Row Matrix C,13

Computation of q-2 -The 4 x 6 matrix -__.2 can be partitioned into four I x 6 row
matrices,

£23 - (A.322)
C 24
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[ 8
azc a,~ 9 a,,c Oa ")~Z,c 8

)az,"
axMo YM-O 

6
5ZM0 ,Vxf~oO v myo daVM~oJ

Figure A.10: Row TMatrix C14

Table A.10: NOTATION FOR GUIDANCE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES

1X0YMo z.&o]T PIN

[XTO YTO ZTO] PT0

[VMxo VMYO VAfzO]T Vt00~t)

[VTxO VTYO VTz] V(T

AX 0 = -M XTO

AYO = YMO -YTO

AZ0 =-z ZMO -"ZTO

A -O VMxO -- VTxO

A~VyO = ?My0 -'y

IXVzO = VMzO t'TzO

a VMYO

VM 

a2 =

&I Given in Equations A.288 and A.289

I Given in Equation A.287
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TFable A.11: PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF Ta, FOR VAf.xO 3 0

For yXMO, YMO, Z41 0, VMxoi VAfyo, VAzO, XTO) YTOi ZTO, VTxO, VTyOi VTz3:

aac, =_ ra~ _ L 8 N,

- D2 0-y D 9-

NT , Ax0 + v"1 -Ayo + t, [AVXO + """ LAVO D, v= y - Ay AZ ZVXO

-9 N, a r 0

aNr L'myo aDz - 0

aNr = t0 aD,. 0~p/~

___ -AZNV + [VYivmO aim.o = l
2 Mo -?'

aVMf~O VM zoI VMi 8
Vy VMxO

tJ1Nr IA()+t VOOvy aD,. -o-
1 -1my -__ - 0O

armo mo o axTyo - m

____ _ 9MO D = 0
a

8
Yfo - MOal/TO

0aN,. 9Dr 0
aXT~O axT~O

aNz- = m uo aD,. 0 Af
aVT~O Vmxo avT~O U

az -0 =~r 0
a9ZTO -9T

,9N Dr6
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Table A.12: PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF 7,, FOR vm,,O= 0

For xmo XJJ, Mo, ZA1 0 5 VAfrO, V"MyO, V!~fzO, XTO, YTO, ZT0, VTxO, VTYO, VTZO:

a. -_ N,-aD, + I aN,

N, A~yo + tCZAvyo D, = -Ay

BaIro BxmO

B,9N IaD

BVNx 0 D,. -0

,9N, aD,
5VM,%f0 3VM~,o

aN, =0D,-

9N, 0aD
BYTTO Ox TO

aYTO azro

1VT~O aVTxO

BA9, Nr 0D, -o0
avTZO BVTA
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Table A. 13: PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF &j, FOR vmojo 54 0

For xmo ymo, Z-MO, VMxO, IMyO, VMzO, XT0, YTO, --TO) VTxO, VTyO, VTzO.

Noia , + I aN-,1
a__ ± .j a-Y

Na,,i /.xQ + (te + r0 ,)Av~o Daj -al(tr,,c + 1 2 r)

+rM ± voIr aDMO - ai(t, +7a,)',

a 1 Avro 37, a =a - a I(t, + T,,) 1L

(te + 7.,,c) + LAV.OT -a a(te + Ta,c)a

=AVxO~r ~ - -, ai(t. + 7.,C) 8 % + 1
5VMYO avtf9 3yO vmo V

a : f 0 9VM:o

8N+ -, -av I 2 (t0  c + T0a)
5XT_ -x~ axTOT 3Y~o

50 aZT0

aN.,taL C 9D 1 _ at+ 0 am.8
V~O =(t4 + T.c) + AVXO0V 5-VT- -ae 8

VX

aN~ ____ 8O a, (t, + 7a~c

aVTT0 C VT.0
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Table A.14. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF al~ FOR vwo = 0

For 'y x mo, ymo, S*A40 vm~xo, VMyo, 'Atzo, XT0, 1/TO, ZTO, t'TxO, VTyO, VTzo:

-) D01  0-y

Na~i AYo + (te + -r,,AVO D~ -a2(terac + 2,~

ax~ ~ 7 - a2(t, + a8'c

IN,___AY 97 OD A = _ a2t + Tac a4-Iym ± ymo 57Z2IAL a ym
,9NMO -'YMOI 3

y 0

a N, =0A aD0 j t

'3 Y- = -a2 .t + T.,)

a, = (t, +ac LXV 1 0 , ID"' = -a2(t, + ac T-"y
_____VO 9Dv,%y = 0m

INj 0 
___

A?,, = a ~ D a2 (t, + Taxc11

INT0 OD 0 , 0

IN..1 AV 0__ aDnl - (1 + 7c) 3."
IVTxo Yo avT.0 IvTs n 8-r

aN 0 ,j _r (D
0 

t :- 22i= -2(4e +rTa )
0VTO=(e 00 + z\VYow9T, 1VT~o avT,

____ 
ID_, = 0
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Table A.15: PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF az

For ^1 = xmo, y,,vo, zmoJ() Vmro, VOxlyo, I'AlzO, XTO, YTO, ZTo, I'TxO, VTYO, VTz0:

ad_ N yaD. N
a-Y D -y D Da-i

Nz= Az 0 + (t, + r,c)Avzo D. (t 0 + 17r2)

aAN. - __aD. -(te + 7a, ')a C

__ = 1 9_D-_

aN, At,.0 Air~x ODz =( + r~-~ ara2

avmfyo avfoav?.fyOa v

aN =D le~ + Tax cV'
airf o ~A 7 0 axvm ~ 31o

AIN, = AVu _ -. ADz + t 7!1,C)lr.

aYTo ~aYTO aYTO - YTO

aZ7 -  A z ;7. aZ7 -

19vT.= 9vTr ~ aDT.0 -( + 7-'ac).

,IN-O A V 7-o I- ar-

avTyo ZavTyO 9vTyo = (e+7'~'y

, = -(t± 7-,) aD,
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where:

C21 - (A.323)
0 !TR,pv

C22 - (A.324)
() TR,pv

C23 - (A.325)
--. _TRpv

C24 = a6a., (A.326)
-)TRpv

Expressions for the row matrices C2,, i = 1,... ,4, are given in Figures A.11 to A.14.
Expressions for the partials appearing in these figures are given in Tables A.11 to A.15.
The notation used in all these figures and tables is summarized in Table A.10.

~3-r, 2! 2:c I_____ r, 3 7, Cb
)XTO OYTO ')zTo 

3
VTrO OvTyO OvTz0

Figure A.11: Row Matrix C21

al ,, al a, ad' al a 1
a lDVTO 8YO aT v. VTyO avT zO

Figure A.12: Row Matrix C22

a2 i L a 2 .c a 2i a 2 0  a21

Figure A.13: Row Matrix C23

Computation of Q -- The mairix C9 is computed from its definition in Equations A.313
and A.314.

Computation of P_(to) - The matrix P (t0 ) is computed from Equation A.315.

A.9.9 Propagate PG

Background - The fifth step in the guidance algorithm is the propagation from to to tro
of the covariance (P._,) of the guidance state vector. This propagation is specified by the
initial covariance matrix PG(to) (defined in the previous subsection) and by the matrices
EG and Q, associated with the state equation

G_ = G .GC + !C . (A.327)
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.c )a,' ')a loz ' .a c
L ITO 1

YTO ,ZTO -JVTO )t, Ty 0  OVTzO

Figure A.14: tow Matrix C24

Equations for JG and Q follow.
Computation of L_);: The matrix Ec; is defined in Figure A.15. The figure shows that

the partitions of the guidance state vector . (given in Equation A.312) propagate as
follows:

F M  
0

-1im{-M}t x 6 -dim{rEf x6 Q--dim{ x } × 4 0-dim{xt )x6

Q16x (di n{ M} +22)

E im 06.6 -N.6 -0x4 E

Figure A.15: Matrix FG

" XPI(t) propagates according to the dynamics of the M INS state equation as de-
scribed in Section A.4

* -_M,p(t) propagates according to the state equation

_M, = 01 (A.328)

because xm,p(t) contains the %I INS position and velocity read-out errors at to which
remain invariant with time

* Similarly, X~flpv(t) propagates according to

iTR,pv = Q-6 (A.329)

because the tracking errors at to are also time-invariant

" Also time-invariant are the errors in the computed acceleration and acceleration
interval:

r_ = 04 (A.330)

" The errors 1 in "pointing" the computed acceleration (resulting from the erroneous
attitude read-out of the M INS) propagate according to the state equation

d= _-L + Lt M .AI (A.331)
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In this equation:

PAI,L,d ](A.-32)
6P.M[L,, = Perturbation in the %I ocin (NED position) (lue to

%I INS attitudle errors

6VANI,L4d Perturbation in the %,I velocity (NED' due to MI INS

attitud errors[ 3x3 L3 . 3 ] (position is the nategral of velocity) (A.333)
L Q'3X3 Q.3J

I 93x dimfrE,}

-az~~~(L0 Q1,, -3x (dimf X ,f-3)

(attitude error times acceleration drives velocity rates).

Computation of Q.: The only entries of jj driven by white noise are some of th-
states corresponding to the MI INS error vector. Consequently,

Q = [ QIf 0-im {:E,, )}X 22 ](A-335)
Q22xdimjZxf} Q22 12 2

where QMis as dlescribedl in Section A.4.

A.9.10 Compute M Location Covariance

The sixth step in the guidance algorithm is the computation of the NI position and velocity
covariance at handlover,

EMLp,(tO) !t F 6P'J,L(i1HO) 6F IPM.L (!HO) 1 T(A36

This covariance is one of the four main results comp~uted in the simulation: it characterizes
the NI position (/PML) and velocity ( 5tAL) deviations from the mean at handover.29

The NI position and velocity covariance at handover is computed by the transformation

whee£(Ho) is calculated as described in the pieiossuecon'fetafrmin

~-M.L,pv is defined in Figure A.16.

"9The other three main results computed by the simulation are: the T position and velocity covariance
at handlover (consiaered in Subsection A.9.1 1), and the mean NM and T positions and velocities also at
handover (considered in Subsection A .9.6).
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1 -2

0 0
0-3 x dim <,+ 12) ubk(to) + , 0 21 Ta.c 0 -33 03.3

0 0 1f 2
2 2a

c

!0 0

L0 0 0! ,c

Figure A.16: Matrix C1.Lpu

Discussion of Equation A.337 - From Equation A.337 and Figure A.16 the following

expression is obtained for the deviation in M position from the mean at handover:

PM,L (tiHO) = 6ta if(to) + 12 , a + t. 2 j + SI,L,d(tJO) (A.338)

The terms in the right-side of this equation are as follows:

6 -r,, v.jf(to) and T,, 67r,C k represent the effect of integrating the velocity at to and

the acceleration applied through an interval that is in error by 6.,

*ra,2 6a, represents the effect of errors in the computed acceleration

* 6 PM,Ld represents the effect of M INS attitude errors on the application of the
computed acceleration.

Similarly, the following expression is obtained for the deviation in M velocity from the
mean at handover:

6VML(iHO) = 67,, a, + t,, 6 a, + 6VM,L,d(tHO) (A.339)

The terms in the right-side of this equation are as follows:

" 6r,, a represent the effect of integrating the acceleration applied through an interval
that is in error by 6 7,,,

" 7,,, ba, represents the effect of errors in the computed acceleration

" 6
?AM.L,d represents the effect of NI INS attitude errors on the application of the

computed acceleration.

A.9.11 Compute T Location Covariance

The seventh step in the guidance algorithm is the computation of the T position and
velocity covariance at handover,

= TWVLUHO6T ) [r :;TL(iHO) T (A.340)
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This covariance is one of 'he four main results computed in the simulation: it characterizes
the T position (OPT,L) and velocity (Ot'.L) deviations from the mean at handover.

PTL,p,(tHO) is computed from the Singer covariance (PTL(iHO) in Equation A.10 of

Subsection A.1.2):

ET,Lpv = CT.L ,,,T.L( IHO )cT.L (A.341)

where the transformation CTL is defined in Figure A.17. The figure shows how the
transformation chooses the appropriate position and velocity entries from the Singer state
vector defined in Subsection A.1.2.

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

010000000
000010000
0 0 0 C 0 0 0 1 0

Figure A.17: Matrix CT,L,pv

A.1O SP Radar Model

A.10.1 Background

This section presents a back-of-the-envelope radar accuracy model for an airborne surveil-
lance platform such as the E-3 AWACS. The model is "back-of-the-envelope" because all
accuracies are characterized by simple one-line formulas. A more detailed accuracy char-
acterization can be developed but is beyond the scor of the present study. While the
model is addressed to airborne early-warning radars such as that aboard the AWACS
surveillance platform, the model is completely based on unclassified information.

All radar measurement accuracies (range, azimuth, elevation, and range-rate) can
be characterized as the root-sum-square of a range-dependent (RD) term and a range-
independent (RI) term:

'TOTAL = OrRD + f'2. (A.342)

The RIl term characterizes the physical limits of the radar: no matter how close the target
is to the radar, the measurement accuracy is corrupted by factors such as vibration,
deformation of the air frame, resolver accuracy, etc. The RD term represents the effect
of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the measurement accuracy:

" Accuracy improves with a stronger received signal power level (such as results from
a large.r target, a shorter distance to the target. or a more powerful radar)

" Accuracy deteriorates from a stronger noise p}ower level (,,,ch as results from less
expensive radar equipment or from the presence of jamming).
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In Subsection A.10.3 expressions are given for both the RD and RI accuracies. These
expressions are based on the assumptions listed in Subsection A.10.2.

A.10.2 Assumptions

Model assumptions are divided into three categories: fundamental assumptions, radar
parameter assumptions, and miscellaneous assumptions.

Fundamental Assumptions:

" All RD accuracies (range, range-rate, azimuth, and elevation accuracies) are ex-
pressed in terms of the azimuth accuracy (standard deviation of error) under nom-
inal conditions, OhD.aZ. I.e., the -quality" of the radar is parameterized by O'hD,az

A typical value of OnD,a z is

RD,az = 1 , deg. (A.343)

To consider radars which are "better", values of anD,: smaller than 1.5 deg are
assumed; and conveselv for -'worse" radars

" Nominal conditions are defined as follows:

- Range to the taret is 300 km

- The target has RCS of 1 m2 (corresponding to a typical fighter aircraft3 ° )

- The radar has parameters as listed below.

Radar Parameter Assumptions: The following assumptions are based on the parame-
ters of the AWACS E3 surveillance radar as reported in the unclassified literature ([Morchin,
1990]):

A = Wavelength

= 10 cm (S-band) (A.344)

1, = lorizontal dimension of antenna

= 7.5 m (A.345)

I = Vertical dimension of antenna

- 1.5 m. (A.346)

The following additional assumptions are made:

7 = Compressed pulse width

= 0.05 It sec (A.347)

Af = Doppler filter bandwidth

= 300 liz. (A.348)

Miscellaneous assumptions:

3 0The radar cross section (RCS) mea-sured in m2 , is roughly proportional to +he size of the target.
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" The radar measures range, range-rate. azimuth, and elevation

" All measurement noises are uncorrelated

* SNR is proportional to the RCS (oa) and inversely proportional to the fourth power
of the distance to the target (R), so that

SNR = KR - (A.349)

The constant KR depends on the transmitted power, system losses, and of k--
according to the ,radar equatio, ([Skolnik, 1980]).

" All RD accuracies (e.g., [Hovanessian. 1988]) are inversely proportional to SNR
according to (c is the speed of light. 3 x 108 m/sec):

n7RDR = RD range standard deviation (m)
CT (A.350)

4 VSNR
URD, = RD range-rate standard deviation (m/sec)

- (A.351)

4 vSN-R
aORD,az RD azimuth standard deviation (deg)

,\ 180A 18R (A.352)

aRDel RD elevation standard deviation (deg)
A 180A S 

(A.353)21,jV _,N 7r

A.10.3 Accuracy Model

The accuracy model for the RD component is given by the following equations:

R 2O'RD.R 2 23 x 10-0 7 (M) (A.354)
a RD,a. 7,

R2
aRD., = 4.46 x I9- 1  aRDz -/ (m/sec) (A.355)

aRD,.z = 2.22 x 10- " aaR* z 7 (deg) (A.356)

aRDr! = 1.11 R 0 anD, (deg). (A.357)

These equations are obtained by solving Equation A.352 for KR (using Equation A.349)
as a function of oTDaZ tinder nominal conditions. The resulting expression for SNR is
then substituted in Equations A.350 to A.353 for the range, range-rate, azimuth, and
elevation standard deviations.
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The error model for the RI components are specified by constant standard deviations:

aRIR = 5 m (A.358)

"7RIR = 10 tm/sec (A.359)

"7RI,az = 1 deg (A.360)

O'Rld = 2 deg. (A.361)

The total error is obtained by rss'ing the RD and RI components:
"7,2 + (2(A32

0TTOTALR = RD.R + RI,R (A.362)2 2 (A.363)
OaTOTAL,h = /'F RD.R + (TRI,R

OTOTAL,az = RD,az + RlI,az (A.364)

= -TOTALU c= D17 + 0TI" (A.365)

An example of the computation of radar errors is shown in Table A.16. The table lists
errors under nominal conditions for (hL1,_. = 1.5 deg.

Fable A.16: RADAR ERROR STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR uhD,az 1.5 deg

MEASUREMENT RD ERROR RI ERROR [TOTAL ERROR

Range (m) 15 5 16
Range-Rate (in/sec) 30 10 32
Azimuth (deg) 1.5 1 2
Elevation (deg) 7.5 F 2 8

A.11 SP Tracking Filter Model

A.11.1 Background

The objective of the SP tracking filter model is the computation of the position and
velocity estimation error covariance matrix at time to (time to is the time at which the M
has achieved its cruising speed, Subsection A.9.4). This covariance matrix is defined by

,TRo) = 6 ) 65T(to) T (A.366)

where 6 PT(to) and 6 0T(to) are the errors in estimating the target's unperturbeda position
and velocity vectors in the t-frame 3 2

The matrix PTR.pv(to) is obtained via a Kalman update and a Kalman propagation.

The top-level of the update and propagate is given in Subsection A.11.2. The formulas
for the matrices which define the update and propagate ( LlTR , RTR, ETR , and QTR) are
given in Subsection A.11.3.

31 "Unperturbed" means without the Singer perturbation (i.e., the straight-line T trajectory).
312The superscript t indicating the t-frarn. is omitted in this section.
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A.11.2 Tracking Filter Top Level

The Kalman update and propagate procedure leading to the computation of PTRP,(to)
is divided into fmir steps as follows:

* Computation of the covariance before the update (at tL4UNCH)

* Computation of t!!p rovariance Pfter the update (at tL,4UNCH)

" Propagation from tLUNCH to to

" Computation of PTR.p,(to).

1. Computation of covariance before the update (at tLAUNCH): The state vector of the
tracking filter is as defined in Table 3.7:

6psp
6SP

60'ZP'Ca
-rT

!TR 6 PTx BIAS (A.367)
T VTx BIAS
6 PTy BIAS

6VTy BIAS

6PTz BIAS
6 VTz BIAS

Because the three parts of _TR are uncorrelated, the covariance of the state vector is a
block-diagonal matrix:

PTR(tLAUNCH) =EfTRWAUNCH)_TR(tLAUNCH )T} (A.368)

[1, Ppva Q7X9  Q7X61

09X 7 PTL 09x6  (A.369)
-06x7 -0-6 x9  ET,bios

Expressions for the diagonal blocks follow.
The covariance Pp,pva models the uncertainty in the position, velocity, and azimuth

read-out of the SP INS. This covariance is given by a transformation of the covariance
(Pp) of the SP INS,

P.SP,pva CSPpaPSPpva (A.370)

where the fLp.p is as shown in Figure A.18.
The covariance PT,L models the uncertainty in the trajectory of the T as given by the

Singer model described in Subsection A.1.2. The covariance is as defined in Equation A.10
and is computed by propagating the covariance according to Equation A.4 for the x-
component and identical equations for the y- and z-components.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 R e  0 L

0 0 0 0 0 0 -J?.sinL RJcosL (cosL O3X(im.{}-9)

0 000 0 0 0 0 -1

0 0 Re 0 0 0 0 Rq)

0 0 0 0 ?cos L 0 -E tan L 0 R, - 3 X((f{p) - 9 )

0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 x (dim{rp_9)

Figure A.18: Matrix CSPpva

The covariance ETbias of the bias part of the state,

F 6 PTx BIAS
6 VTx BIAS

bTR = PTy BIAS (A.371)
- VTy BIAS

6PTz BIAS
6 VTz BIAS

represent the uncertainty in the location of the straight-line trajectory of the target before
the radar measurement is processed. Because this uncertainty is "infinite" (T trajectory
is unknown), the covariance is a diagonal matrix with large diagonal entries:

(100 km)2  0 0 0 0 0
0 (300 m/sec)2  0 0 0 0
0 0 (100km) 2  0 0 0

PT,b 0 0 0 (300 m/sec)2  0 0
0 0 0 0 (100 km) 2  0
0 0 0 0 0 (300 m/sec)2

(A.372)
2. Computation of covariance after the update (at t+AUNC ): The covariance after

the update, PTRLAUNCH), is obtained by performing a Kalman update on the covariance
ET(ILAJNCH). The Kalman update is specified by the matrices ITR and RTR defined in
Subsection A.1 1.3. These matrices model the linearized measrempnt equation

kTR =tTRTR + LTR (A.373)
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where the vector _ZTR is the measurement of errors in range, range-rate, azimuth, and
elevation, and all quantities are evaluated at tLAUjCHI.

3. Propagation from t'LNCH to to: File covariance P-R(tn+LANC LAUNCH) is propagated from

tLAUV\'C/ to to according to the state equations

rT TR- TR TR + WTR (A.374)

This propagation is defined by the dynamics matrix ETR and the white noise spectral
density matrix QTR ([Gelb, 1974]). Expressions for these matrices are provided in Sub-
section A. 11.3. The propagation produces PI.R(to).

4. Computation of ETR,p,(to): Fhe matrix PTR.p,(to), defined by Equation A.366, is
obtained trom PTR(to) by the transformation

ERP,(io) =CTRTR(o)CTR. (A.375)

where

0 3x 16 0 0 1 0 0 0

CTR 0 1 0 0 0 0 (A.376)

03 x16 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

The transformation --TR includes only the errors in estimating the bias states because
the M guidance computations are based on the straight-line unperturbed T trajectory,
excluding the short-term Singer perturbations. The bias states, however, are observed in
the presence of the Singer perturbations as modeled by the HTR matrix defined below.

A.11.3 Computation of HTR RTR ETR, and _TR

Matrix HTR: The matrix 1"TR appearing in the linearized measurement equation (Equa-
tion A.373) has four rows corresponding to the four radar measurements:

[Hi
In this equation, the Hi are 1 x 22 row matrices:

OR
Ly - nTR (A.378)

R112 =- i (A-379)

Il Or (A.380)

1  = _ (A.381)
9)11TR
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where

R = True rangt.

h = True range-rate

a = True azimuth

e = True elevation

.ITR = Tracking state vector defined in Equation A.367.

The entries in 'TR are given in Figure A.19 (x. y, and z correspond to North. East, and
Down).

[X' 6y 6ZY s 1S 6vsr bu';y 6v;ZI Sz 0 P.sI PT, I'Tr O~Tr IPTy I'Ty c1T. PTz I'Tz a,

6 PTx BIAS 61'Tx BIAS 6P'rv BIAS Z'Ty BIAS 6PTz BIAS 61'Tz BIAS ]

Figure A.19: Entries in State Vector ,_R

Expressions for the row matrices L are given in Figures A.'? to A.23. Expressions

for the partials appearing in these figures are given in Tables A.17 to A.20. All quantities

appearing in these figures and tables are evaluated at the update time, tLAUNCH,

[R / jR "R 0 0 o 01R 0 o R 0 0  R 0 0
-.'% a. I r -J'Tit . y -r"

OR 0 M 0 )R 0
;)6PTx BIAS ThbPTy BIAS ")6PTz BIAS

Figure A.20: Row Matrix Il

[0 0 0 h 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 ,'V 0[~_bl 01 0 S (SS )V--"-5b' 'Jt'T 0VaT, )

0,0",____ 0 " 1
BIAS 0 ,iJTy 1IAS 0 96VT. BIAS

Figure A.21: Row Matrix H/ 2

Matrix LRTR' The accuracy of the range, range-rate. azimuth, and elevation measure-

rnents are specified by the matrix
72 0 0 0

'TOTAL,R
0 '2 0 0RTR TOTAL.h (A.382)

'TOTAL.az 0

0 0 0 (T OA2 ~92OTAALH 0
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0 ~ 0 0 1 1i-- 0 0 j 0 0 0 00

0 00 0]
1'PT- BIAS TTy 131A S

Figure A.22: H ow Matrix if3

0 r 0 01
;"PT. BIAS (PTy BIAS '

5
PTz BIAS

P.igure A\.23: iiow Matrix L14

Table A\.17: PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF I?

06x R

0, Vs R

_2__ -- (zT-~
,96:'z R

,I0? - ) ______

-PT ITPTX BIAS R

PTY )bP'y BIAS R?

;4PT. - 6nzT BIASz

where:

R = V(XT - X.5)' + (YT -YS)' (ZT : S)'

[XT YT ZT] P

('SyszsT i

1xs Ys .51i ,3
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[ablv .Vts: PA RTVIA I. I IKIlALIVI OF H?

I? __ T~T~

~U __ (?7.-

Tr ~ ~ ~ ( Tt~i I ~ I

'I?~~~ _ - X~2.
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Tabl)e A.20: PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF

Iv I-

_ -

)P1 7, ')S,- BIA. lB PT:

6PTy DP~ ~IAS 1~ 'PT,

vP T >01PTz 131AS I [2 ST F

where q;

where the standard deviations along the dliagonlal are given in Eqiuations A.362 to A.36,5
of Sect)in A. 10. These standard deviat ions are assumned to be indicat ive of both mvasurc-

rii t accuracy (I.e.. the accuracy of the measurement made during oile scan) and tracking
accuracy. This simplifying assumption Is based on the uncertainty Introduced by target
muot loll from scan to scan.

Mat(1rix Er!?: The I"-iat rix for propagating the state ILTR (defined in Equation A.367)
I's shown HIi Figure A.2.1. The figure shows that: the first part of xTR is time-invariat
he cecond part propagates accordiiig3 to the Singer dynamnics ( Equations A.2 and A.3),

andl the thiurd part propagates ac'cordling to "posit ion is the integral of velocity-.
M1atrix QTR: The mlatrix Q,,,, is showni in Figure A.25. This mnatrix is zero except

for thle terms driving the Singer states which have entries QT,, QT,. and( QTz (fllled by-
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__7x22

LI-Tx Q3 . 3 Q3X3

0_7 _-O3x3ETy O336

0.3 X3 Q3x3 FTz
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

0_0x×16 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0

ot= _ j 0. 0 0 0

Figure A.24: Matrix £TR

Tx Q3 x 3 Q 3 3
09X7 Q313 QTy 0.3.3 ONX6

03x3 Q-3x3  z

063X22

Figure A.25: Mlatrix QTR
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Appendix B

GENERALIZED INS
FULL-ORDER MODEL

[Britting, 1971] develops the notion of a ~generalized" INS error model which applies.
with only minor modifications, to all INS mechanizations. Following this development.
error equations for both strapdown (M and LP) and local level (SP) mechanizations are
given in this section. The error equations are represented in the state-space form

_ n Fn F, Fn, Enhl n
d[0 F 0 TV[s~wO 0+ (B. 1)

dt [ bhA Q 0 0 FhJ [hAMWhI(1
The components of the state vector in this equation corresponds to the state variables
listed in Tables :3.4, 3.6. and 3.8 as follows. The vector n corresponds to the first nine
entries on these tables: attitude errors, position rate, and position. The vectors E and a
and the scalar 6hA correspond to gyro. accelerometer, and altimeter errors also listed in
the tables. The structure of the state equation represents the effect of instrument errors
(a. a. and 6 hA) feeding the navigation states (Li).

The interaction between the navigation states and the instrument errors is specified
by the blocks in the F-matrix. The following paragraphs describe these blocks and the
white nioise vectors (_v,, jL,, t, and jth) based on the development presented in [Britting,
1971] and [Schmidt, 1978].

B.1 Matrix F,,
The matrix P,, is defined in Figure B.1. This matrix can be used to model any Schuler-
tuned mechanization and consequently is applicable to both the strapdown and platform
error models. The nomenclature used Jn Figure B.1 is:

UP Distance from the center of the Earth to the vehicle

=IL", + h

It,, =Radius of a spherical Earth (6378 kin)
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, = \nguIlar velocity of the Earth

L = Latitude

A (elestial longitude (relative to the vernal equinox)

= Terrestrial longitude (relative to Greenwich)

h = Altitude

f.v = Output of an accelerometer pointing North (specific force)

fE = Output of an accelerometer pointing East (specific force)

fD = Output of an accelerometer pointing Down (specific force)

J, 1i , = Gains for 2nd order altimeter loop

,u = Schuler frequency ( g-iRP)

g = Gravity acceleration at the location of the vehicle.

The first three rows of F. (Figure B.1) describe the dynamics of the errors in estimating
the orientation of the platform relative to the local-level frame. These errors are produced
by gyro errors introduced into the differential equation by the F,_ term in Equation B.1.
The middle three rows characterize how accelerometers errors (Fo in Equation B.1) and
attitude errors lead to errors in the estimated velocities (latitude rate, longitude rate, and
altitude rate). The bottom three rows represent the integration of latitude rate, longitude
rate, and altitude rate to obtain latitude, longitude, and altitude.

B.2 Matrix F and Vector w.-

The matrix F and vector it. in Equation B.1 specify the state equations

F_ + _w, (B.2)

for the vector of gyro errors .. Each of the entries in the vector _ models an error source
for one of the three gyros (x. y, or z) of the INS.' The error sources can be classified into
three groups as summarized in the first two columns of Table B.1:

* Gyro drift rate (top part of the table), a result of random drift of the gyro output
axis

" Scale factor errors (middle part), a result of gyro torquer inaccuracies

" Misalignment errors (bottom part), a result of inaccuracies in mounting the gyros
on the INS.

As indicated in the third column of the table, each error source in - is modeled by either
a bias, a first-order Markov. or a random walk, depending on the error source group. The
parameters of these models define the entries in the matrix F, and the vector w ([Gelb,
19741). Parameters assumed for the M, LP, and SP gyros are given in Sections A.4, A.5,
and A.6.

'For a platform INS, x =North, y=East, and z =Down. For a strapdown mechanization, x =Roll,
y =Pitch, and z =Yaw.
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Fable 13.1: COMPONENTS OF THE GYRO ERROR VECTOR.

SYMBOL 1 DEFINITION MODEL TYPE

x 1-gyro drift rate Bias. R.W.. Markov
y-gyro drift rate

: :-gyro drift rate
t -gyro scale factor error Bias, Markov
y-gyro scale factor error

t. s-gyro scale factor error

o iy x-gyro misalignment resulting from a rotation about y-axis Bias
oz- i-gyro misalignment resulting from a rotation about z-axis
o0r .y-gyro misalignment resulting from a rotation about x-axis
0y, y-gyro misalignment resulting from a rotation about z-axis

0.,.- z-gyro misalignment resulting from a rotation about i-axis
0 y z-gyro misalignment resulting from a rotation about y-a-xis

B.3 Matrix F and Vector _

The matrix _ and vector q specify the state equations

=F a + it, (B.3)

for the vector of acceleration, o. The entries in this vector include three groups analogous
to those of the gyro errors (random acceleration error, scale factor error, and misalign-
mrents) as shown in Table B.2. In addition, a fourth group modeling gravity uncertainty
errors, is also included in the vector a. Parameters assumed for the acceleration errors
driving the M, LP. and SP INSs are given in Sections A.4, A.5, and A.6.

Table B.2: COMPONENTS OF THE ACCELERATION VECTOR. a

SYMBOL DEFINITION MODEL TYPE
Or i-accelerometer random error Bias, R.W., Markov
a ,y y-accelerometer random error
o. z-accelerometer random error
a, i-accelerometer scale factor error Bias, Markov
a,y y-accelerometer scale factor error
a, z-accelerometer scale factor error

Oxy x-accelerometer misalignment (analogous to 6,y) Bias
Or2 i-accelerometer misalignment (analogous to 0.,)
0,yr y-accelerometer misalignment (analogous to Oy,)
O0j y-accelerometer misalignment (analogous to Oy,)
Ozr z-accelerometer misalignment (analogous to (,)
0'y z-accelerometer misalignment (analogous to by)
7 Vertical deflection about East axis Bias, Markov

Vertical deflection about North axis
6g Gravity anomaly
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B.4 Scalars Fh and wl,

The vertical channels of the three INSs under consideration are assumed to be damped
by an altimeter having errors characterized by a first-order Markov,

6A, = Fh 6hA + ,,h (B.4)

Parameters for these Markovs are given in Sections A.4, A.5, and A.6.

B.5 Matrix F

The matrix F, is given by

Fne = (B.5)

0 3 × dim{j}

The notation in this equation is as follows: C is the direction cosine transformation
between the platform frame 2 and the navigation (also called local-level or geographic)
frame ([Britting, 1971]); n,1 is a matrix specified below; and 0_xdim{} is the zero matrix
having the indicated dimension.

Equations B.5 and B.1 show that the effect of the matrix Fne is to transform the vector
of gyro errors, , into quantities that drive the attitude error states (all other states are
not directly affected as indicated by the zero matrices). This transformation is a two step
process. First, the vector s is multiplied by the matrix Fe shown in Figure B.2. This

1...1 0...0 0...0 w 0 0 ,' -" 0 0 0

0...0 1...1 0...0 0 WY 0 0 0 -U Wr 0

0...0 0...0 1...1 0 0 W 0 0 0 0 wy WW

Figure B.2: Matrix f, ,

transformation "adds-up" the gyro errors from the three groups (random drift rate, scale
factor, and misalignments) in each dimension of the platform frame. The weights w.,
WY, and w,. multiplying the scale factor and misalignment errors, are the angular rates
experienced by the x, y, and z gyros.

2 For a strapdown INS, the "platform" frame is the body frame; for a platform INS, it is the local-level
frame.
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The second step is the transformation of the total error in each dimension from the
platform frame to the local-level frame to drive the attitude states. This step is imple-
mented with the direction cosine matrix (7 which is defined by ([Farrell, 1976])

In 1p Jn ]p jnkp .(B.6)

In this equation (1,, j, k,) and ( p. kp) are unit vectors along the n. and p frames, and
indicates the dot product. The formulas for computing C' are as follows:

p

* For the SP (in fact., for any local-level INS), the p frame is the n frame so that

C = I. (B.7)

" For the LP, C' is computed from the assumed trajectory as given in Section A.3

" For the M, C' is computed from the guidance commands using the formulas given
in Section A.9.

B.6 Matrix Fn

The matrix F,, is given by

03xdim{a}

E = DC _F_ ,i En 2  (B.8)

The notation in this equation is as follows. The matrix D, given by

1[ 0 0

Dcos L 0 (B.9)
0 0 -1

transforms velocities from the linear scale (VNorth, t'Eat, and VDow) to an angular rates

scales (latitude, longitude, and altitude rates). The direction cosine matrix C' trans-

forming the p-frame to the n-frame, is as defined in Equation B.6. The matrices F_
and Fn,,2 are defined below.

Equations B.8 and B. 1 show that the effect of the matrix F,,, is to transform the vector
of acceleration and gravity errors, o, into quantities that drive the velocity error states
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(latitude rate error, longitude rate error, and altitude rate error). This transformation
involves the addition of two terms: errors due to acceleremoter uncertainties and errors
Icue to gravity uncertainties.

Errors due to accelerometer uncertainties are modeled by the product of DC_ ,,,,
times the first three parts of ct shown in Table B.2 containing ccelerometer errors. The

matrix L,-, shown in Figure B.3. "adds-up" the three groups of accelerometer errors
random drift rate, scale factor. and misalignments) in each dimension of the platform

frame. The resulting total error is then converted from the platform to the navigation
frame by C', and from the linear to the angular rate scale by D. The weights f., fy, and

fz multiplying the scale factor and misalignment errors are the specific force experienced
by the x, y, and z accelerometers.

1...1 0...0 0...0 f- 0 0 -fz fy 0 0 0 0]

0...0 1l...l 0...0 0 fy 0 0 0 f, -fJ ,

0...0 0...0 1...1 0 0 f,. 0 0 0 0 -ft fj

Figure B.3: Matrix F,

Errors due to gravity uncertainties are introduced by the product F,,,,2 times the last
three states in a. The matrix F ,2 is given by

0 0RP

D = 0 __. _ 0 (B.10)~Rp cos L

0 0 1

This matrix models the effect of the vertical deflections about East and North on the time
derivatives of latitude and longitude rates. and also the effect of the gravity anomaly on
altitude acceleration
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B.7 Matrix F,

The matrix FLh i given by
0_xl

0

Fh K [' 2  (B.11)[0
K,

The constants A', and K2 appearing in Fh and in the last column of Fn (Figure B.1)
define a second-order loop used to (lamp the vertical channel of the INS ([Kayton. 1969]
and [Schmidt. 1978]). The transfer function for this loop is given by

-1 K 2 + K1s6h(s) s2 + Ijs + (K 2 - 2-0) fD() ' + K s + (K 2 - p)jA (8.12)
Rp

In this equation. 5h(s) is the altitude error (6h, for M. 6hs for SP, or AhL for LP); 6hA
is the altimeter error (bhMA for 11, bhSA for SP, or 5 hLA for LP); 6 fD is the total specific
force error in the Down direction; and K 1 and K 2 are the damping constants.

The remainder of this subsection is addressed at the selection of the damping constants
K, and K2 for the M, LP, and SP INSs. The constant K 2 is set to

12= LiK2 + 2go (B.13)

4 RP

to achieve critical damping which prevents "ringing" (oscillations) in the loop response

([Van Valkenburg, 1964]). For critical damping, the transfer function in Equation B.12
becomes ~+

6h(s)- [ 2 f D ( S )  (1 + sT) (B.14)
(I +STI)2 6 f() (I +sT) 2  h

where

2
T, (B.15)

K,

T2  K, (B.16)

The constants T, and T2 specify the break frequencies w, and w2 of the associated Bode
plot ([Van Valkenburg, 1964]):

1, -- (B.17)

1l 2
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1 IQ 2go
11)2 L 4 +  -2pl\gl "(B.18)

What remains now is the selection of the constant K which determines the charac-
teristics of the altitude error 6h, as evident from Equations B.14 to B.16. The constant
is thus set to achieve a -'satisfactory" 6h according to the following three criteria:

1. Set K1 so that the loop damps-out errors quickly

2. Minimize the effect of the errors introduced by the accelerometer errors. 6 fD, via
Equation B.14

3. Minimize the effect of the errors introduced by the altimeter errors, 6hA, via Equa-
tion B.14.

These thref criteria are considered in the following three paragraphs.
The response time of a critically damped second-order loop, defined here as the time

required for the step response to achieve 90% of its final value, is given by 7,)o =41w,
where L,, is the natural frequency of the loop ([Kuo. 1962]). In Equation B.14 , =
so that 4

t90 = - (B.19)

where w = K 1/2. Consequently, to obtain quick damping of altitude errors C1 must be
sufficiently large.

The effect of accelerometer errors (first term on the right side of Equation B.14) can
be divided into two components: low-frequency and high-frequency accelerometer errors.
High-frequency errors are attenuated by making Lw1 as small as possible. The effect of
low-frequency errors can be measured from the steady-state altitude error produced by
the accelerometer bias, 6 h,,,, which from the final value theorem ([Kuo. 1962]) is given
by

6h -sa =i - 6A (B.20)

where 6A is the magnitude of a step acceleration error. Consequently to obtain a satis-
factory low-frequency response to accelerometer errors, w, must be made large.

The effect of the errors introduced bv the altimeter (second term on the right side of
Equation B.14) is reduced by (1) making w, as smallas possible to filter-out high-frequency
,-rrors, and (2) making w2 large to avoid amplification of higher frequency errors by the
lead factor of the second term in Equation B.14. The value of w2, however, is given by
(from Equations B.17 and B.18)

W 1 g o
W2 = - + (B.21)

2 RPUw1

for critical damping. This equation indicates that the effect of altimeter error on altitude
error is not a monotonic function of wL (i.e., it is not a simple matter of making w, small
or large).
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Consequently, it is necessary to obtain an exact equation for the RMS value of 6h
produced by h..1 . Assuming a first-order Markov for 6h, the transfer function relating
6h and h.., is obtained from Equations 13.14 to B.16 (setting 6fD = 0):

Kis + [-l L 2gol7V
6hdueto atim~eter 4p (B.22)

(+ + +3

where o and 3 are the RMS value and inverse correlation time of the Markov process.
From this transfer function, an expression for the RMS value of 6h is obtained following
the procedure in [Newton, Gould. and Kaiser, 1957]:

-c'dod 1 + (C2 - 2cOC2)dod3 + C- '2d3 (B23(7,h, d,,e to, altimeter = I -O (B.231)2dod3 (dl (2 - dod 3 )

The terms in this equation are given by:

C2 = 0

el = K, cr"23

d 3 = 1

d2 = KI + 3

di=K1 + OKI
4

do = /3-12
4

In summary, the three criteria listed above for a satisfactory vertical channel damping
response lead to conflicting (large/small) requirements on w'. To obtain a satisfactory
compromise value for A'1. five variables were evaluated as a function of KI using a program
coded in the BASIC language:

" wl from Equation B.17

" -90 from Equation B.19

* w2 from Equation B.18

* 6h,.,a from Equation B.20

" (76h, due to altimeter from Equation B.23.

These five variables were evaluated for the altimeter and accelerometer error models of
the M, LP, and SP listed in Tables A.3, A.4, and A.5.

Based on these calculations, the K 1 and K 2 values shown in Table B.3 are selected
as damping constants for the vertical channels of the M, LP, and SP. The bases of these
selections are as follows:
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MI INS: (C'alculationis summarized in Table BAI

*Initial vertical chan nel errors are 1a luped wit hiii iissiori t iinc T SO sec)

, l is smnall. resutin g iii a redulct ion of the Ii igh-frequency errors introdluced by,
the low-(1 uality accelerometers

* ,:, is suffic Ient I aIitrge t o p revent a in p I Ific at ion of alIt Iin( Ie erI errors (h(I ue~ to altimeter

= 1,50 111)

" ,h33  Is smiall (5.9 in).

LP INS: (C(alculat ions sn niinairized in Ttble B .5)

6 hm,., is negligible (0.6 in).

I ~ s si I. ri es I I t i nIg i n at red i ict I on o f t he i IghII- frequen IIcyI it eIcro I I te vrs v rrors

*&is sufficienty lNakrg to Irvi a inpl icatonfatmeer err'ors ( (7, (1, to altimeter

150 in)

S P INS: (Calcu lat ions summniarized Iin l'able 13.6)

* l is large enouigh to mnake A,, negligible (0. 1 rn)

* l is small. resulting in a reduction of the igh-frequency errors Int roducedi by
the low-quality accelerometers

* , is sufliciently large to make (71h dume to altimeter WVithin :1 In of its inimumili
value (which is ob~tainedl for KA'= 0.03).

Tfable B3.3: DAMPING CONSTANTS FOR. THlE NM. LPI. AND SP~ INS

INS I x K

%1 0.10 2.50 x 10-3
LP 0.08 1.60 x 10-3
SP 0.06 9.03 x 0 -7-

Table 13.: SELECTION OF A7I FORMN INS'

___9_) W12 6
hissa j O6h, due to alttmeter

______ (ra/se) sec) [(rad/sec) (in) J (in)

0.001 5.0 x 10' 8000 [3.32 x 10- 58800 __ 800
0.01 5.0x 1-3 8001 2.8 x 0- 588 165
0.1 '5.0x 0 80 2.0x (7~ 5.88 151
1.0 0.5 8 0.25 0.06 150

10.0 5.0 0.8 2.5 J -0 150
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Table 11.5: Sl;LI('TION OF Ix FOR IP INS'

I radi. c# ) (sec) I ra; ,.,, l { I i t

I1)t7Y7 .0 1u- SIIINI 3.32 x 3911320 1l30

Xjl) 5 × l 1,-
3 ) 1, ) x 10- 1! 168

S ). 1.0 × 10 -  100 l i 2.00) x 10)-' 0.6 150 p
0 1 5.0 x Ill 5 0 x 10- 2 .t 150

1 0 ..5 25 0 150
10.0 .0 1 I s -2.5 0 50

lable i.;: SILIt lION OF K i FOR SP INS'

, 1 r;tl 'M I ,'c ra, / O, (I) InI I

1) l1 ..1 xIm I . ) ;32 i l o I 23 92 T
10 1 -x1) -3i7)

-
3 26601 77 x 1(. i 1 2.7o.0 . 1,, - 3  

1 Sill) '2 X Ilf- .1
06 3×7 -0 1331 5 x 162 × 0.1 6

1 I 0 1 S 2 50 x1L 0I I ' "-zI x l6i

i m10 .' (,.25 i J is o

10. ) 0 50 1 o.x 2.5 0 6

B.8 White Noise Vector, w,,

Tle v(,tIor 11"ii aI tla ioll i13.1 (.;11 be lised t iTnodel tlie white noise componient of gyro
,drift rate present in t he laser gyros ii nllill(ld fur lhe NI and IP INS. By tus modeling
l t h rll l )lt'Jilnt , t rti, at e's are aived". resuli tlii in a state vector of smaller dimiension.

lhis llotl('lilig t chlliqe is olte I l tl ili Ilie (1m( d(scrilhe(d il this ileno because it

lilt rodi(pes colliplicat ions ili I he sirmiilalii (f transfer alignment ( Suibs(l ct ion A.. ('on-

wqi' I i('it I. iI ill cases considered lm v

, . (13.21)

lo Tileih tie while ils, ('oinponeiil l present int lie laser ,_yros . a first-order Markov
error son r(e is inclided iII I lie ve(tIr - of 1. qiation 13.1. The paraieters for this Markov, , *) .\ .

niodel are defined in tli footnotes 1,, A<it,,. . i, l A.-, Aiii.l 1 list Ihe parameters for
the % arid 1IP INS error ll(oiels.

"C(onditions: Acceleronieter bias = 1500 jig, A liineter IIMS level = 10 im .\ltimet er Markov corre-
lation time = I I min at, 2 Mach M v,ocity.

i(onditions: Acteleronneter bias = 100 jig; Altimeter RAMS level 150 ni: Altimeter Markov correla-
ion time = 28 min at 0.8 Mach LT velocily.

'( onditions: Accelerometer bias = 10 jig: Altimeter Ii.MS level 6 m: Altimeter Markov correlation
tine = :J()see.
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